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FLAG FALL TO
Interesting Racing Event
at the Fair.
PROGRAM WAS FINE.
e Meeting Turned Out to be Better Than
Was Expected.
--- -
many years. The program was inter-FINISH. eating and decidedly the best of the
meetThe 
displays of stock that took up
the morning were especially fine, and
s all the speed and riding rings were
warmly contested, there being much
stock here from other parts of this State
and from Tennessee.
The display of both agricultural im-
plements and products was large, and
the. award of premium, called for tol-
uenel skill because of the excellence of
the entries.
The premiums for the last day were
as follows:
The sixth annual fair of the Christian
Cotiety Fair Aseoriation opened at the
Driving Perk for a three days' uiert,
Thursday
111. etteuitance ws, cafficivutly laree
to prove that people still like a county
fair and are williu , patronize it. In
fact the opening wa. ender very favor-
able aexpeces, aud the meet prove d
gene saceeeieful.
The show rings Thursday were all
v many emiteete.1. aud much flue stock,
seines, cattle, mules and sheep were dis-
played upon the grounds.
One of the features of Thursday was
the boys' bicycle race. This was a half-
mile dash, beet two in three; and was
won by Stanley West.
There were twoevuuty races on the
proeram, the green trot and the boys'
poey race A large field went to the
pee, in the trot, which was won by
Shelton's bay more, Ella, a two to one
choice in the betting.
There were several break-sways be-
fore they got the word to go. When the
word was given they got off to a good
start, and Ella won very handily
The pony race was Hext on the pro-
gram and there were three starters,
Roes. Mamie and White.
Re a won rasily, beating the field ly
• open lengths.
The attendance at the Fair Friday
was large. The meeting turned out
to be better gran was expected. Exhib-
its, displays atm races were all good.
Ses-eral game races were on the pro-
gram Frmay. There were some close
'Lathes end betting was lively. The
book. which a as a very liberal oee, e as
Lit hare several times.
i :ie noes 4.11 the card wite the ese
dime, .site tie- leo. horses in
Noma Lime Loves Panniett. Express,
aud liereitigio. When the few aroppeu
Fit Neon teisk the leau attn Limelight
PW411)1141. keret Late• Rey thine Water the
five-- ighth trete was reaseeed Express
cam- eine e rash alio eiroweet that Ht.
was a race horse, beater* Litt r e Ref a
length for the place. Little Roy v as
thin. alai tele lengths in front of read-
baba
Th.' next
with thre
eveet as the 2:40 trot,
start, rs-Duuley Taylor,
11..tl%Cloo auu Littl. Wouurr. 1 he race
e ate 'Jolley Tare tore' from flag fall to
finish. tie weer in straight heats ith
ie es, u L.the %1 °rider
three..
the- awe an.: -lane rare of the day ens
I :30 !wee*, %%Lich *-t an thee 1110,1 CS-
c. ;.i."4. Six glan 0 A v. 141 O. toe post,
interior:1g such rowers as ohs, black
Aleyou. Bob Marvin, Marmauuke,
Trader C reeleei Fox. • .1 hey got
the ouzel to elle OA the Arse neat to a pot'
start. Beeet A.cyon took the lead. at
the eighth pole with Bob Mac-nu as close
seemet et... d I these up to Martin.
elaroeseuee peewee:1 speou before the
taree quarter peic was r .surbed. lie
male an awful break in the stretch but
iluished fourth. Trader and Carle cod
Fox ear not race well this heat. Black
A.cyon was first, a length in front of
Bob Mertin. who was second by half a
length with Olin third.
I-he second heat Black Al -yon took
the leati anu the race was his without a
strugg.e. As the stable boy gays, he
5% as it -tepee'
the fair came to a close Saturday let-
tere 'eon.
The erowd was one of the berried in
HAKNEsS smelt.
Best stallion, 4 years old and over,
J. C. Willis  $10 00
.* stallion, 2 years old- and under
3,J. H. Clardy 800
'• mare, 4 years old aud over, D.
. 10 00
mare, 3 years old and under 4,
T. B. Cox   10 00
mare, 2 years old,and under 3,
W. A. Dickerson .4  8 00
" mare,! year old :and under 2,
R. E. Small ... . . 5 00
" pair harness mama, to be owned
by same party prior to Oct. let, E.
A. St Clair 1000
WALL STREET
By Its Own Committee's
port.
SCARED gressional districts, with his friends andhe can not see how Bryan's plurality
, can be leas than 18,000. One of the
; Secretary's friends, who is somewhat of
a sporting man, and who was present
at the conference, participated in the
figuring and heard the Secretary's con
elusion, lost no time in ,depositing $500
with a friend to bet that Kentucky
would give 20,000 for Bryan, if anybody
felt disposed to venture money on a
counter proposition.
At Democratic headquarters here, as
previously stated, there is an absolutely
confident claim of 29 States, with 232
electoral votes, for Bryan. The Stake
in this list, with their electoral votes are
as follows:
Alabama, 11; Arkansas, 8; California,
9; Colorado, 4; Florida, 4; Georgia, 13;
Idaho, 8; Indiana, 15; Kansas, 10; Ken-
tucky, 13; Louisiana, 8; Maryland, 8;
Mississippi, 9; Missouri, 17; Montana,
3; Nebraska, 8; Nevada, 8; North Caro-
lina, 11; North Dakota 8: Oregon, 4;
South Carolina, 9; South Dakota, 4:
Tennessee), 12; Texas, IS; Utah, 3; Vir•
gime, 12; Washington, 4; West Vir-
ginia, 0 and Wyoming 3.
'1 he five States where Bryan's chances
are regarded an reasonably certain-at
least much better than McKinleyn-
are : Delaware, 8: Illinois, 24; Michi-
gan, 14; Minnesota, 9 and Ohio, 23. It
will not be lost sight of, of course, that
the Wall street commission put Illinois
in the certain Democratic list. The
Democratic managers also say that Illi-
nois is certain, but they have not the
same absolute assurance that they have
regarding the 29 States first named.
A friend here talked with Senator
Jones, the chairman of ,the Democratic
National pommittee, over the long-dis-
tance telephone to-day. The Senator
said that everything was fine.
To-day the Democrats and Populiste
agreed upon an iron-clad fusion arrange-
ment in Wein Virginia. , Two of the
Deinocratic electors are withdrawn and
two of the Populist electors are placed
upon the ticket. This action adds 5,010
votes certainly to the Democratic
strength in the Mountain State. The
details of fusion have been agreed upon
in Indiana, and the two committees will
close the arrangements to-morrow or
the day after.
There is some indication here that the
administration is sorry that it declared
against Bryan. At the time the Presi-
dent and Cabinet came out against the
Chicago ticket they felt certain that
Eryan would be beaten and wanted to
share in the ehonor" 6f his defeat. Now
there is a grossing impression-grown
against the grain, it might be remarked
-that Bryan will be elected, and the
gentlemen of the administration are be-
ginning to feel that a neutral _position
might have been more expedient.
It is understood that when Secretary
Carlisle takes the stump iu Kentucky he
will ignore ticketa and discuss the ;fi-
nance question, pure and simple.
Re
DEMOCRATS CERTAI
They Will Carry Twenty-Nine States With 232
Electoral Votes.
Washington, Oct. 7.-There is an air
of confidence at Democratic headquar-
ters that only positive assurances of vic-
tory could build up. The news from
the West has been excellent for the last
few days. The Republicans and assis-
tant Republicans are rattled. The Dem-
ocratic claimer of victory have no longer
an uncertain sound.
'The Democratic managers assert with
confidence that Bryan will carry 29
States, having 2%2 electoral votes, al-
TILE HAND THAT WILL SETTLE MATTERS THIS FALL.
-Detroit News
" single harness gelding, aged,
W. T. Tayloe 10 00
" single harness gelding, 3 years
old and under 4, J. Jones e 00
" single harness gelding, 2 year!
olci and under 3, W. A. Dicker-
son ... 800
" single harness gelding, 1 year
old and under 2, J A. I lliott 5 00
•' greet itriver, pair shop made
boots. by J. H. Anderson & Co.
Eetr,snee free. W. A.. Dickerson 10 00
pair hareem geldings, owned
by game party prior to Oct. 1,
l!riven US a span s
SWEEP-TiALF-q.
Beet hareem animal Cf any age
eex, J. C. Willis e .•
beet two in
$100, which was won by S. J. Rucker's
brown filly, Hi Noon, in straight heats,
with J. T. Jones' bay gelding. Axton,
second Best time. :e3.
The free-for-all, trot or pace, for a
divided puree of $140, mile heats, was
won by J. J. Vaucleve's black stallion,
Black Alcyone, in straight heats, with
F. B. Pannell's bay mare, Otis, second.
Best time, 2 :25.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures chills and makes you well again.
It richeyou of having4hem and builds
'up your strength. It is pleasant to
take and gives you a warm delightful
feeling all over, instead of the miserable
shivering. It is good for the stomach,
too, and peppermint ia the beet thing in
the world fo the bowels. Avoid bitter
quinine pills that may make you deaf,
anti have always handy in the house a
bottle of Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill
Tonic. It's guaranteed.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
most beyond peradventure, and that his
chances of carrying five additional
States, having 73 electoral votes. are in
the ratio of 2 to 1.
In 1892, when Mr. Whitney was the
power behind the screenes at Demo-
cratic National headquarters. he in-
duced his Wall street friends to send an
independent commission to Illinois, In-
diana. Ohio and Wisconsin in the last
week of September, to make observa-
tions and retort the result. The report
i of that commission was so accurate that
I this year the Wall street men sent the
 10 00 I same commission to the same and neigh-
boring Strata to report on the siteatiou.
Th eommiesioners have returned to
or$12 00. New York, and reported to their em-
There were a number of special 
ploy
premiums entiteeted for, the one meek- 
The report has made Wall street's
-meg the most interest being a prize of- 
hair stand on end.. The commission, of
red by Forbes & Bra, in a one-mile 
coarse, wan not to be governed by senti-
handicap bicycle race., the first prize be 
merit, but by cold facts. Well, the re-
airs an eighteen dollar tourist bicycle 
port made, as the Republic correspon-
snit, This %ClUI won by Nick Thomas, 
dent has been informed by a high °fie
voth George Phelps second. Time, 
cer of the Government, who is suppoet-
2 :51. 
lag Palmer and Buckner, is that Bryan
will come near sweeping every State
The first attraction on the pregram West of the Allegheny Mountains. The
wire a mining race, half-mile heats,
three, for a divided purse of 
Wall street investigators say that Bryan
will carry Illinois outside of Cook coun-
ty by 50;000 majority, and that Cnicago
could not be relied upon to give more
than 20,000 majority for bleKiuley
This would give the electoral vote of
Illinois to Bryan by 30,000. The Wall
street commission reported that Indiana
would give Bryan 25,4/00 plurality, and
that "all h-1 could not change it."
Minnesota and Michigan also were
given to Bryan, and Ohio, Wisconsin
and Iowa were put down as doubtful
States, with the chances favoring Mc-
Kinley. The commission said that of
the three last named States, Ohio was
the most likely to go for Bryan.
This news, which came from Wall
street to a member of the Cabinet hi-
wire to-day, caused some coneternatinu
in administration circler. Secretary
Carlisle has no hope that Kentucky can
be kept out of the Bryan column. He-
has been figuring on the State by con-
t
a _ m of the Year
For Painting
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pm a stuff. $1.50  per gallon.  Guaranteed to be chemically pure. 
Wound Oak tit ating Stoves
••• •; u e, guti ant. el to keeo fire all night and to
• • e nave I n &rent ;-izes in stock,
Majt.tic  Ranges
Th ti ice% - itet t• A n lii L n. fhey cure lyspepsii, economize in fuel
and m ike I tea pie.i tint in.t..a,s ot a hurd•-n
e of so i e tc good, shells, fine euttlery,
ete. .
FORBES & BRO.
FALL GOODS.
E inducements were to great. We plunged, and now hay e t
strongest Lille of 85.00. 87 50 and 810.00
Suits Ever - hown on this Market.
E In the meantime shether the result f thii election be for Silver or
E Gold, you are wasting "Golden Moments" if you have not inveetigated our
E immense stock of Fall Goods.
It tak( s lots of "sa.nd" these t mei to buy a stock of goods. But the
[Mammoth Ithing Shoe Co.
a
Ten as Five.
A quintuple wedding will be celebrat-
ed at Liberty church, McCracken couu-
ty, December 20. The contracting
couples will be Mr. Solon Mason and
Miss Fannie Torian, Mr. Moss Council
and Miss Callie McAllister, Mr. Orlin
Fristoe and Miss Tommie Wallace, Mr.
Rube Dossett and Mies Annie Harper
and Mr. Edgar Griffith and Miss Stella
Miller. Rev. Mr. Thomae, a well-known
minister, will perform the five cere-
moue s. The young ladies are well-
known young school teachers of Mc-
Cracken and Graves counties.
CHITTY WAS CREMATED.
Old Negress Fell in the Fire and Was
Burned to Dt sth.
Critty Boddie, an old colored woman,
was burned to death last week.
The woman was an old family servant
of the Boddies, and lived in a cabin on
the farm of Mr. George Boddie near
Lafayette.
Wednesday night she was left alone
in the cabin and accidently fell in the
fire. Her clothes were quieLly ablaze!
Her ere.% for help were not heard until
she was nearly dead.
She expired a few minutes after as-
sistance reached her.
She was about seventy years old.
HE WAS KICKED IN THE FACE.
Kr. Clarence E. Sallee Badly Hurt in a
Runaway Accident.
Mr. Clarence Sallee, formerly of Hop-
kinevide, and now liviug exothe South-
ern part of the count o , in a bad
condition, and will be confined to his
bed for some time.
While driving in his buggy near
Julien, a few days ago, his horse be-
came frightened at some object and ran
away. The buggy turned over and - Mr.
Sallee was hurled to the ground with
considerable force. Before he cliuld get
up the horse kicked him in the face and
he VIII8 badly hurt.
Dr. Darwin Bell attended Mr. Sallee
and dressed his wounds. The injured
man is getting along as well as could be
exposed, but he will not be able to leave
his rtaan for a weeloor two.
A TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION.
Embracing the Second Congressional
District to be Formed.
The matter of forming a teachers' as-
sociation, embracing the Second Con-
gressional district was discussed at the
Teachers' Institute in this city yester-
day afternoon. Miss Mamie Soot ea, of
this city, made a strong argumentative
talk in favor of the plan, says the Hen-
derson Gleaner. She stated that she
had been present at a meeting of the
teachers of the First district at Marion
some time ago, and found it to be a val-
uable organization for the furtherance
and advancement of education and she
wanted to be regarded as a strong advo•
cate of a similar organization in this
district.
Mine Ella Jewell. of Daviess county,
was present and made a few remarks on
the question. She said she could pledge
the support o the teachers of the teach-
ers of Davieelf county.
Twenty-eight teachers signified their
dente to aid in perfecting and conduct-
ing an organization as proposed. A
committee was appointed and will go to
work at once towards arranging for a
meeting for the purpose of organizing
such an association. The association, if
formed, would in all probability hoed its
meeting twice a year at some designat-
ed place. It will no doubt be a success,
an the superintendent of schools in oach
county will be asked to lend his co-op-
eration to the movement. Prof. Thom-
as Posey will take an active part in it.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children,
elx• tar 4. 6,
ease
laymen
at
-
Is a
11,577
vrAppa.
COURT HOUSE SQUARE.
Proceedings at the Temple
of Justice.
FISCAL COURT ENDS.
The Pallet Were leapt Very Busy All Day
Saturday.
The police were kept Lamy Saturday
and the "slate" wan covered with nami s
before night. Some arrests were for
drunkneas, °there for breach of the
peace and a gcod many nor using pro-
fane la ngunge.
No Serious difficulties took plaee at
any of the dances or Fulo01111 as often
hempen during "big days." Two or
three people had their hula pushed in,
Thed l ilace 
majority 
e9. eyes
and some of the folks who were pulled
had
of the law-breakers
were negroes.
In Judge Hanbeey's court, the fol-
lowing cases were disposed of Monday.
William Dabney, breach of the peace),
$1 tied mete.
Frank Allen; using profane language,
$5 and costs.
George Merivrether, drunk, $e and
costs.
Same, disorderly conduct, $5 and
costsIrene Watkins, using profane lan-
guage, $5 and costs.
Henry Killebrew, same, same.
Louis Trice, same, same.
Charles Elam, fast driving, $5.
Bill Meriwether, breach of the peace,
$.5 and costs.
Fannie Goodrich, using profane lan-
guage, $5.
George Quaelot, drunk $5.
Jas. Ogbarn, using profane language,
ee•
Bud Edward, same, same.
Wes Faircloth, disorderly conduct, $5.
Terry Smith, drunk, $5.
Tom Porter, breach of the peace, $.5.
Same, using profane language, $5.
Henderson Owen, drunk, $5.
Stephen Haynes, gambling, $20.
TILE FIFCAL COVRT.
The Fiscal Court of Christian county
adjourned Saturday afteenoon after a
six day's session. Hundreds of accounts
were allowed. A good many people
were released from payment of poll tax
and some were placed on the pauper list.
The report of the sheriff was referred
to committee and subsequently accepted.
Ordered that from and after this date
that this mart pay only $25 per year for
a publication of the proceedings of this
com t.
Ordered that hereafter the commis-
eioners contract for coal for jail when
buying coal tor work-house and poor-
neuter.
$1e0 appropriated to move partition in
county court and County Judge's room.
$30 appropriated to build culvert OVer
bona Ii on Edwards' Mill and Sulubra
road.
$104) appropriate d to buil'l. wing walls
to brelge on Trade Water on Coueola-
ti n and Crofton roads.
Jarees M. Green was released from
reeponsibileriesaus Assignee of S. W.
ealei form.
G. V. Green and Thomas Green were
appointee] administrators of the estate
of the late Thos. Green, Sr. G. W.
%%Drive, J. 0. Cushman and Garth
Bell were appointed appraisers, of said
estate.
$1e5 appropriated for work on pubis-
road.
$500 appropriated toerepair Swift For.:
bridge.
T. W. Lowell waS appointed overseer
of Gainsville roll from Butler to
Greenville.
Ordered that on reconunendation of
magi-trnte paupers be may placed oil
pauper list withont waiting for the
court to convene. •
(entered that after date work-hense
commissioners be allowed to offer re-
ward for persona eseapee from work-
house.
$50 were ;allowed O. II, Anderoon for
inakieg settlement with sheriff.
Four Christian county R. R. L0111:
enp0101, series et; and let); cupon series
57 and 100; capon series bre having been
paid, were burned.
John Barnett was appointed overseer
of hum (ruin Namiville pike to Edwards'
mill.
ilENACE OF THE
MONEY POWER.
Its Tools Are Threats and
"Boodle."
Its Object Is Plutocratic
Rule
And Death to Organized
Labor. 4.
The Poor Man's Ballot In
Jeopardy.
The largest congregation ever seen at
a Sunday service in any place of wor-
ship in Lynn, Mass, assembled to hear
the Rev. Herbert N. Casson preach on
the subject, "Who Is the Anarchist,
Bryan or Hanna?"
The auditorium wax crowded with
people of all shades of political opinion,
including leading .,14epublicaus, Dem-
ocrats and Populists, several city offi-
cials, local labor leaders and a delega-
tion from the Bryan-Sewall-Williamn
club of Boston. The preacher's fame as
a pulpit orator is not confined to New
England alone. He spoke for two hours
and roused his hearers to a high pitch
of enthusiasm when he said that "Ne-
braska never had a better loved son than
Bryan."
The Rev. Mr. Casson said that am his
sermon was a political one he would
omit the reading of the Scripture lea-
son, and by way of preface read portions
of several editorial articles bearing on
his subject from the New York Jour-
nal. Mr. Corwin said in part:
The law, of prosperity are to be dis-
covered, not constructed. The real leg-
islator for -ahem this nation waits is
be who strait find and dare to proclaim
the perfect social order foreordained by
justice from the beginning of the world.
The real anarchist is he who welts to
violate the laws of nature for the exclu-
live benefit of a small fraction of the
community.
During the reverent campaign the epi-
thet anarchist has been hurled at the
heads of some of the noblest and most
capable men that this generation leas
produced. The fierce searchlight of
publicity has blazed upon these men for
years. aud nut a single corrupt official
act has ever been discovered.
Bryan a caricatured, just as Lincoln
we., an hiaiwaymati, as _a polite,
-• -
•
es-en am the denTI, ana in many similar
ways. Whether Bryan's political views
are entirely correct or not, who can de-
ny that he is a citizen of whom any na-
tion in the world might boast?
Whether we consider the sustained
ability of his addresses, his gentleman-
ly endurance of slander arid misrepre-
sentation, his unsullied public career or
the magnetism of his unaffected cor-
diality to the sweat stained masses that
greet him at every depot, we cannot
avoid admiring him as a sturdy speci-
men of our American manhood.
Compare him with the gagged indi-
vidual wbo trembles in his mortgaged
house lest Hanna may foreclose. Com-
pare him with that unfortunate Napo-
leon who has already met hie Welling-
ton and surrendered his convictions,
and it is plain to pee which beet repro-
Rents the principles of the Declaration
of Independence.
Bryan is the spokesman of the half
awakened producers, who form nine-
tenths of the population, lie and his
associates have revived the apostolic
power of "casting out devils" in the
Deniocratio party and of raising the
dead to life among the Republican rank
and file.
They have given us at last a real is-
sue) instead of a iehnin one', and though
their remedy may seem inadequate to
progressive thinkers it is in the right
direction and in accordance with the
people's will.
During the last few years we have
been rapidly developing a slave element
in our population-a propertyless class,
entirely dependent upon the Pale of their
labor. Nb longer does Jack hobnob with
his master. The rich and poor do not
live in the same quarter of the city. A
socoud secession has split our society
into two hostile elenienta and it is
childish to howl "Anarchist!" at the
patriot who proclaims the unwelcome
foot rind seeks to weld the nation into
unity again by repealing the laws that
caused it to split asunder.
America Is the workingman's
"Paradise Lost," and it can never
be regained by passive obedience to
the serpent.
Our carpenters build magnificent
mansions and live in rented tenements
themselves. Our mechanics construct
electric light, and use kerosene at home;
they manufacture pianos and do not
own a tin whjetle; they build carriages
and go afoot. Our miners dig gold and
die poor; they delve in dangerous coal
mines and lack fuel in the winter. Our
farmers reuse grain and want for food,
export cotton and wool and lack cloth-
ing, sell cattle and are without meat.
Our marvelous inventions have been
monopolized so that, in spite of the
daily miracles of our machinery, the
hungry still lack food and the bomeless
wander through the streets. Step by
step the moueylees man is losing his
right to exist Every recent change in
legislation has been made to protect
property and to disfranchise men. Ar-
meries are erected and schoolhouses for-
gotten. Immense grants of land are be-
stowed upon railroads, but the settlers
upon those grants are evicted. Trades
union leaders are imprisoned for having
contempt for a contemptible judge,
while monopolists are aided by injunc-
tions and federal troops.
'Today Shakespeare has been revised
and Shylock is the hero of the play.
Pcxlia's plea for mercy is called revolts
tionary and Bassani° I. branded as a
repudiator.
There is hardly a trust or a syn-
dicate that has inaugurated this
campaign of threats and ridicule and
object lessons that dares op eis up its
Civil business career to the public.
One of these defenders of law and na-
tional honor, the Standard Oil compa-
ny, has illegally increased freight rates,
closed rivers and canals, destroyed in-
ventions, bought up inspectors and put
itq stimp upon explosive oil, attacked
the property or competitors wee bleiwn
up rival refineries. These trusts are re-
ligicus at one cud and murderous at the
other.
This law breaking, aggressive spirit
of monopoly has found a perfect embodi-
ment in the person of Mark Hamm
He today towers above McKinley
and above the Republican party, the
American Bluebeard, who slays his
workers instead of his wives.
Give Hanna four years of power,
and lie will paint the White House
black.
He will utterly destroy every vestige
of trades unionism, for lie a-ill have
the army, the navy and the treasury at
his command. He will discover that it
is cheaper to abolish manhood suffrage.
than to tiny votes, and next November
may be the last chance that moneyleas
men ever may have to record their vote
for president. Many Republican work-
ingmen are thoughtlessly going to the
ballot box just as an ox goes to a barbe-
cue-gayly decorated in honor of its
own death.
Mayor Pingree gave us a national
motto a-hen he said, "Give the people
what they want." I am not one of
those who regard the people as danger-
ous, covetous animals who must be
chained and muzzled. The experiment
of the referendum in Switzerland has
proved that when the people are left
entirely free they are naturally conserv-
ative. French revolutions never occur
except when some King Louis has re-
pressed the people and goaded them to
resistance. "I am the state," said the
boastful king, and the people replied
with the guillotine.
I trust in the common heart of all
more than in the private scheming of
any financial syndicate. I don't excuse
the ignorance of the meows, I don't
celebrate their poverty, I don't ignore
their frailties, but I say that they are
far nearer the truth regarding all social
and political problems than those hood-
lum students of Yale whose only argu-
ment is an insane college yell.
It is time to co-operate and enjoy the
creation of our hands; otherwise all the
energy and daring and inventiveness of
our fathers have come to naught. I do
not believe that Columbus discovered
America for Hanna or that the monopo-
list is the last and highest product of
human evolution.
Rheumatism Cured In &Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the sysfem is remarkable
and myeterous. It reniovee at oncei he
cause and the disease immediately is-
appears. The first dosegreateo benefit.;
75 cents- Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
 •••••-.4.
Sutton Retires.
Mr. Cicero T. Sutton, who has owned
and edited the Princeton Balmer for
three years, has sold his interest in the
paper to Mr. W. Bennett Henderson, a
well-equipped newspaper man. Mr.
Sutton will probably return to his old
home at Owensboro to take a place on
his first love, the Daily Messenger. He
is one of the best newspaper men in
Southern Kentucky.
When people are obliged to take med-
icine they want that it shall give quick
relief and not add discomfort to their
suffering. Three reasons why people
who suffer with Constipation and Bil-
iousness should take Simmons' Liver
Regulator: "It is Better than Pills, it
doe, not gripe; it gives quick relief, and
does not weaken but streugthens and
refreshes the whole systene-J. R. Hi-
land, Monroe, Ia.
Far mars Are Stay.
Farmers are busily engaged in plow-
ing and sowing wheat. The) rains of
last week have put the ground in splen-
did condition, and farmers are taking
advantage of it. There will be a large-
ly increased acreage put in wheat, as
the prospect is better than for any other
crop a farmer can raise.
The new chilli cure, Dr. Bell's Pep-
permint Chill Tonic, looks better, tastes
better, wee better and is better than
ally other. All dealers guarantee it to
cure.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
THE KENTUCKY CROPS.
Report Furnished by Com-
missioner Moore.
ALL ABOUT TOBACCO.
Early Indications Point to Increased Average
of What.
The report of the Kentucky crop out-
look on October 1, issued by the Cone
ninsiouer of Agriculture, shows that to-
bacco in the Western Kentucky districts
Is not as good nor as heavy an average
as usual. The correspondents over the
State, ap a rule, report the tobacco to be
of good quality, and flinch complaint of
house-curing and bad curing. Clover
looks well, and every indication points
to decreased acreage of wheat. Corn is
yielding much lore than expected. Hogs
diners Tromelbe supeTfornareineprorl-
ucts and manufactured good/. Wheat
and corn are consumed, cotton and
woolen goods are made into clottneg
and worn out. Every commodity is per-
ishable but the precious metals, These
have been accumulating during all the
ages of the world's history, arid they
are not consumed or destroyed. The in-
crease or decrease of the production of
either has therefore no such effect upon
the supply as deems' short crop or an
overproduction of the things which we
consume from year to year. The world's
total supply of the two metals is not in-
creasing as rapidly as the demand for
It, lamed upon the increase of popula-
tion and business of the civilized na-
tions. '
The money power is always strug-
gling to make money dear by decreas-
ing the quantity. In the fifties it want-
ed to demonetize gold because orthe
Increased production in California and
Australia. But England, not given to
change, adhered to the gold standard,
believing that gold production would
not be permanently increased. For near-
ly 30 years this same power has strug-
gled to abolish the use of silver as mon-
ey and 1111611 the same arguments that
were formerly used for the demonetiza-
tion of gold.
All the great authorities en the eci•
enoe of money have maintained that she
two metals together give a more stable
measure of value than either one of
them alone. When one falls short, the
!AIN'T NO CeOLDBUG-.
IT'S me- WiCKFD pArneR
TNERE Pi A euy-
METALLi5T, SEE !"
-Rooky Mountain News.
are healthy and few cattle have diseases
of any kind. Chinch bugs are plentiful,
and farmers are holding up on sowing
wheat on that account. Pastures are
about an average.
The report for the month Or made up
from replies from one hundred and
forty-two correspondents representing
eighty-nine counties.
TOBACCO.
More interesting information is avail-
able in regard to the tobacco crop than
any at this period. All reports show
the crop housed early and altogether
without damage from frost. Eagerneas
to get the crop out of reach of the
scorching sun during the cutting season,
and also as a last retart from the rav-
ages of worms, caused a considerable
per cent of the crop to be cut rreen. As
a consequence complaints of house burn
and of lisd curing arc quite common.
Treated as a whole, the acreage, BB
compared with an average year, is 80.
The average estimated yield per acre, as
given in report of September 1, was 788
pounds. On quality 54 correspondents
reportit good, 20 give it as average and
43 consider it bad. Considerable strip-
ping has already been done, and it is
quite evident that a general attempt Mt
go on the market earl, is being made.
A separation of the State in reference
to the Dark aril Burley districts gives
the following results: Reports from 12
principal omuties in the export of stem-
ming district show the acreage cut ILK
compared with an average year is 60,
while the reports are almost unanimous
that the qality is bad. Only 4 corres-
pondents of a total of IS repent
quality goo's, 3 of those being from one
county.
Eight counties in extreme Western
Kentucky, growing dark tobacco, but
not largely, fur export, report acreage
cut, as compared with and average year,
81. Here, too, we have a general con-
dition of poor quality, not a single re-
port of "quality good" being received
out of a total of 13 reports.
In the Burley district 35 of .the prin-
cipal tobacco growing counties report
the acreage cut, ae compared with an
average year, 93. On quality, out of a
total of 4e correspondents, 37 report
quality good, 7 report it as an average,
while only 4 consider it bad.
PASTURES.
The condition of pastures averages 80,
which is very satisfactory considering
the long drouth just broken. In view
of the advanced season no great benefit
will be derived in improvement from
late rains. Stock water which was run-
ning low, is now abundant.
CHINCH hCii.
Chinch bugs are still abundant, and
many flamers are holding up sowing
wheat on that account. No damage
to wheat from them this fall need be
apprehended, but as their presence next
year only the future can decide. In the
meantime no opportunity should be lost
of destroying suet? rubbish about the
farm as might offer barbgriug places
during the winter. Old straw ricks in
the fields should be examined, and
when found to be infested with bugs
should be fired.
LUCAS MOORE,
Commissioner of Agriculture.
The eagle, the king of all birds, Li
noted for its keen sight, clear and dis-
tinct vision. So are those persons who
use Sutherland's Eagle Eye Salve for
weak eyes, styes, sores of any kind
or granulated lids. Sold by ail dealers.
-For sale by It. C. Hardwick
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PRODUCTION OF
MONEY METALS.
Its Increase a Bo‘an to
Mankind.
Why There Is No Fear of
inflation.
Unscrupulous Attempt to
Destroy Silver.
Real Enemies of the Public
Welfare.
The enemies of bimetallism have
much to say of the increased produc-
tion of silver, taking the mint statistics
of given years as evidences of the fact.
They nay nothing of the increased pro-
duction of gold, but the-fact is that the
gold production during the last ten
years exceeds that of silver. But neither
fact a of any consequence in the discus-
nian...71.ensen,Pgnenef nblatellet911 1_33ennene
Totner usually increases. The
experience is that when any single great
nation keeps its mints open to the net
I and unlimited coinage of both metals
on equal terms at a given ratio neither
the action of other nations nor the vari-
ations between the relative productions
of the two metals will seriously affect
that ratio. France maintained the pari-
ty between silver and gold at a ratio
15Se to 1 for 70 years-frem 1803
1873. This was not affected by the
adoption of the silver standard in all
the enerman states and in Austria in
1857, nor by the adhesion by Great
Britain to the gold standard, adopted
by her in 181e. The silver coinage in
the United States during all that period
waa,very limited, beeline/I of the incon-
siderable production of silver, and
therefore had but little effect upon the
question.
Gold and silver have always been
preierred over all other materials for
money, because the amount of them is
limited to nature's yield. Neither of
these metals can be manufactured. They
are produced in varying quantities, erie
the variance is unimportant relatively
to the accumulations of the ages. There
is DO more- danger of inflation from the
overproduction of gold and silver than
there is, of the overflow of Lake Superi-
or from heavy falls of rain.
It requires a vast amount of both
Metals to euppl, the demand for the
arts and manufactures. It was the ex-
pressed opinion a few years ago of'Mr.
Giffen, the statistician of the British
board of trade-himself an uncompro-
mising gold monometallist-that the
supply of gold was being entirely con-
sumed in the arts aud that none of it as
being added to the world's supply of
The struggle of the geld monometal-
lism to destroy silver has produced un-
paralleled distress throughout the world,
although their battle I. but partially
won. To what lower deep mankind
would be doomed by their final success
will never be known if our 'mbar, the
strongest, richest and most populous in
the world, shall turn the tide of battle
in the present presideetial campaign.
The increased production of either of
the precious metals has always preyed
a boon to mankind and ham been follow
ed by an uplifting of civilisation. But
money lenders have always seen in it
an injury to themselves in proportion to
the benefit it confers umin mankind. A
man who will willfully menace the pub-
lic peace for private purposes deserves
the epithet of anarchist. We know' of
no element in this country so deserv-
ing to be classed as anarchists as those
who seek to put burdens upon the peo-
ple which they cannot and will not
bear, and that! undertake to enslave the
people, who have too much of the spirit
of independence to allow themselves to
be enslaved. -Cincinnati Enquirer.
Beeken'e knifes Save.
The Beet Salve in the world for Outs,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Totter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erni>.
tiona, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfacion or money refunded.
rife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Ky.
INSTANTLY KILLED BY A TRAIN.
Davis Morris the Victim of a Fatal A
eident at Casky.
Davie Morris, colored, met with an
accident Monday wlich caused L
death.
He was walking on the track' of the
Lounville & Nashville railroad near
Caaky, and was struck by the fast early
morning passeuger. train and instantly
killed.
Both legs and his head were tarn
from his body and he was frightfully
mangled. The train which struck him
wag the South-bound passenger No. 3.
The boy was seventeen years old.
Coroner Allensworth went to the
scene of the accident yesterday after-
noon and held an inquest. The jury
was as follows: James Allensworth,
Jr.. Henry Pryor, S. Le,avell, William
Wyly, Charles Baker and John Baker.
Considerable testimony was 'lean'.
Some of it was of a complicated nature.
The jury returned a verdict laying the
responsibility of the death on the rail-
road company, alleging that Morris re-
ceived no warning by bell or ve-histle 'of
his danger.
TO CURB A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Brom° Quinine Tablet".
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 24c. Septeedim
Monuments.
By calling onntobt.H.Brown fora mon-
ument, either granite, marble or statu-
ary, you will find elegant and artistic
designs, lowest prioes and satisfaction
in every particular. He 'toilette your
order. d&wtOct21.
Building Lots For Baia.
Two nice Iota on South Main street.
Apply at this office. jy15
SQUEDUNC'S STORIES.
What he Has Seen and
Heard Recently.
WRITTEN ON THE WINO •
A Breezy N.WS Budget From a 1aluot Cars
respondent
On The Wing, Oct 12, 1896.-On Sat-
urday afternoon last I its the
Hinkle S H. free silver clue and had as
enjoyable time, 'in fact it was a gen
lone feast At night I attended t
Bethel Church clue e here there were-
free silver speeches 1,nd Ii gild-beg blow
off. The 'peahers for free alivur -ears
Messrs. J. W. Jehnnen, Jee Franee and
the invincible awl genial Jack 'tweet',
a son of Hopkinsville's popular physi-
cian, Dr. Eph Russell The McKluley
Hannacnst society was represented by
Mr. kb Denny, of Elkton. accompanied
by Mr. Ben Petrie, the %OD of the old
man, the father of Republeanism in
Todd county. In the Neighborhood
where the speech wise made- there is
only one gold-bug, and he is a pauper.
Denny expended a quantity of his pent-
el) gas.
The news from Florida and Georgia
has been an incentive to arouse the ad-
venter in this section to concerted ac-
tion in behalf of the cause they espouse.
At Sharon Grove oat of an audience of
one hundred after having a gold-bug
speech five Republicans yoined the free
silver club at that place.
Not long since I was the guest of one
of the most prominent young farmers
in South Todd county. He and his
wife's father wore the gray and cham-
pioned the '-lost cause Peace and
plenty prevail at their beautiful home.
I could not help bringing from mem-
ory's depth the following beautiful lines
by Bryan:
'Tis sweet to hear the her . watch dog
e
bark)
Bay deep-mouthed welcome as he draws
'near home.
'Tis sweet to know there is an eye will
mark
His coming and looks sweeter when he
COMeS.
North Todd can boast of many beauti-
ful ladies and they are all for free sil-
ver) to be found in any part of the coun-
ty. The pure air they breathe and the
water they drink, coupled with their
domestic duties give* a hue to their
cheekseihat shame* the blush of a peach.
A few days ago on my way to the
thrifty little town of Kirkmansonle, I
deviated from my course te visit Silver
Springs which is three-fourths of smile
to the right of the road. These springs
are owned by Mr. Jas Winders. of Al-
ligree. Quite a number of people from
Elkton and other places tested the
healthy qualities of the water and have
been benefitted. Circuit Clerk Good-
man, one of Elkton's most popular ail-
verites, gained ten pounds in tleah dur-
ing a week's visit.
Free 'diver speakers are coming for-
ward from all classes of society repre-
senting farmers, mechanies merchants,
etc.
Outside of Elkton one of the strongest
clubs is at Fairview. This club is a
combined one, its members being from
Christian and Todd counties. Judge
Frank Vaughn, its president, is • thor-
oughbred eilverite. Tne Hon. Jim. S.
Rhea will address the good people of
that section on the 20th inst. A large
crown will attend to ,hear that match-
less orator.
On next Saturday a barbecue will be
had at Collie's Spring, on the Butler
road near Porter's store. An abundance
of eatables will be provided. The Hon.
Matt Daugherty, of Louisville, and our
gallant nominee. Jim. S. Rhea, will ad-
dreies the people. Everybody invited
Among the good old people who reside
us North Todd is Mrs Margaret Shank-
lin. She was born in Orange county,
and carne to Kentucky in Peeti.
Among the old people hereabouts I 'will
mention Mrs. Arms lierton, 85; Wm.
Beatty, 85; Wm. Harris, 83; Jas, Lind-
say, e2; David Shanklite, 77; James
Winders, 78.
Prof. Crockett, principal of the train-
ing school at Elkton, is a deoendent of
the immortal Davy who sacrificed his
life at the Alamo in defense of Texas
when it was a-Republic. The professor
is a genial gentleman and be has a way
of imparting instructran peculiarly his
own. SOMME to you, Professor.
Mr. J. P. Rose, who was a member of
Gen. Diabrilee cavalry, is an unadulter-
ated ex-Confederate. ale takes great
dekight in talking abort" his war exper-
ience. He entered the service at fifteen
years of age. May he live long and
prosper.
A heavy rain fell Sunday last which
will put the ground in fine fix for fall
plowing. From all indications I think
there will be a large quantity of wheat
sown, which I hope will bring remuner-
ative prices under free silver rule.
Seet-eawsic.
YOU WOULDN'T
hesitate a second to pay 25c for just one
dose of no dicine that would give 3 on
instant relief when suffering intense
pain, would you? Now, Lightning Hot
Drops will most positively care all forms
of stomach and bowel trouble, diarr-
hoea, cholera morbue, Sax, cramp, colic,
wind on the stomach, indigestion, in-
fantile colic, etc, and only cons 25e a
bottle, over 30 dosed. Lightning Hot
Drops CUM permanently and quickly
and leavee no bad effects. You will be
surprised to find out how quick relief
comes after its use. - Lightning Hot
Drops will relieve any kind of a pain.
external or internal. It is convenient to
have on hand all the time, for you can't
tell how soon an accident will happen.
One bottle of Lightning Hot Drops is
better in the house than a cupboard full
of paregoric, Bateman's drops, plasters,
Jamaica ginger, camphor pills and lini-
ment. It does the work of them all
combined, and only costs 25c a bottle.
Wondesful, wonderful are the virtues
of this great, universal remedy You
take no chances in buying it either, for
if you feel no benefit after using mean
directed yohr druggist will give vow
money back. You see it costs nothing
to try it. It is cheaper to buy the 50c
bottle as it contains 21e tunes as much
as the 25c sine. If you don't need it to-
day get a bottle anyway and have it on
one 
e fiainsCealie so
statement
tnng las itapiee,eennalbade Not
an exagererated account given of the
great effects of Lightning Hot Drops,
and when you have once used it you
will be of the same opinion. aunitning
Hot Drops' are. made by the Here Medi-
cine Co , Springfield, O., and no honest
druggist will try to sell you something
else. Notice the imprint. Herb Med.
Co., Springfield, 0., on each bottle and
else. fop 
fob: 
it 
israubstodtedas gteo() ttake-a
a. 
Llignineethinsis ng
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ADVERTISING RATES: -
Doe inch, tirst insert ion $ 110
One filch, one 'twitch. . . . :its)
One inch. three months  1111
Otte Iin h. six months . .
Our inch, one year  1.100
Additional rates may Lk. had by applica-
tion at the otflee.
Transient advertising must he paid for In
ads lows.
Charges for yearly asivertasements will he
Oullt.eted quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without ipee-
tiled tlme will be charged for until ordered
Out.
An,riounConseats of Barri/ides and Broths.
not exreedhoir rive line, and notices of
pr.actaing published gnStis.
tbbituary Notices, itesolutiOns of Respect.
notice,. rive cents per line.
-.CLUBBING RATES: -
The WatiCI.T I.:cask:SA Mid the following,
paper one year:
Weekly Cinelnelnnail Enquirer.  $11t-,
W er k I v i41. Loads Republic I
ttenal- Weekly eiteltmenensoe rat .  les
Weekly Nashville sun. .  , I 75
Spine 1141ti Farm  1
COURT DIRECTORY.
CIRCLIT COURT—First Monday in JUDO
and fourth Monday in Febrniary and &'p-
somber.
1.iu.awrzamt COCRT-Seciourt Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
FISCAL e0C'ET-Firbt Tuesday in April
and aktober.
CINTY COURT -Fint Monday in every
month.
7HE BUSINESS MAN'S INTEREST.
If business men would net take the
assertion of others for it that the gold
standard is good for them, but were
themselves to study the money ques-
tion. we should hear inctileulably less
about the enthnsia.em. of the "business
community" hereabout for McKinley.
When that candidate, before he was a
candiaate, denounced President Cleve-
land for his efforts to demonetize sil-
ver, saying the gold standard meant
that money should be dear and every-
thing else cheap-that the goh dollar
Demme the master and everything else
the servant-he spoke the 'plain truth.
Lew prices are not good tor the basi-
ns', man, and low prices are An evita-
ble result of a contracting currency.
When there is a slack demand for farm
produce and labor the great majority
of the consumer,- of the country have
their purchasing power lessened, and
no business man will maintain that to
impoverishhis customers is goal for
The interest of the mercantile and
manufacturing claim, the large and
small storekeepers, and all believes men
who are not leagued in the trusts, is not
with the very rich, the value of whose
accumulations is enhanced by the ap-
preciating dollar of the gold standard;
their interest is linked with that of the
farmer, the mechanie, the 'laborer, th
clerk and the professional man. These
are the people whose wants create trade.
and if time. are cot good with them
they cannot be good e ith the business
man.
Renionetization would bring silver
up tve the mint ratio of Itti to 1. The law
of supply and demand would insure
that. The talk about a flood of silver
being damped on us by the rest of the
world is sheer nonsense. Suppose silver
did come here. Before it could be used
it would have to be turned into dollars.
and these dollars necessarily be spent in
the purchase of goods. But there is no
surplus of silver to tisod us. Our own
exports of silver now exceed the produce
of our mines. Free coinage would give
the country sufficient money for its
needs, and force the now locked-up gold
to come out and go into productive in-
dustry. Then see should have rising
markets, bray factories, employed labor
with rising wages. and a population
able to feed and clothe itself. It is not
over-production that is troubling ue,
but under-consumption.
Mas aim gold standard produced ef-
fects so gratifying that sensible business
men should vote to maintain it? What
promise of good times is there in it?-
.New York Journal.
ABOUT SEVEN STATES.
Everybody at all familiar with nation
al politics know that Senator Gorman,
of Maryland, is one of the shrewdest
politicians living, and that he never
"goes off half-cocked- about anything.
The Senator has to a great extent had
charge of the Democratic campaign in
the East and been remelted always in
regard to the campaign in general, and
is in a position to•kuow what he is talk-
ing about. He $eri that Mr. Bryan
will not only carry Illinote, Indiana,
Michigan and Ohio, but also West Vir-
ginia, Maryland and Delaware. Mr.
Hanna has been claiming that he would
carry the three latter States for McKin-
ley with ease, but as Senator Gorman
has resided in Maryland all his life, and
is acquainted with nearly every man in
the State, it is more than likely that he
knows how that State, at least, will go
bettor than McKinley's boss does. Del-
aware has never given her electoral vote
to the Republicans and it is not at all
probable that she will do an this year.
Even giving thettlepriblieans West Vir-
ginia, Maryland and Delaware, Mr.
Bryan can easily win, as the vote of all
three of them combined is not equal le
mach more than half the veto of Ilia
noia, which will go for free silver by an
overwhelming majority.
Canarnian Jones gives out the follow-
ing statement regarding the Georgia.
election: "The Georgia election means
that the solid South, as well as the solid
Woe, will cast its vote for 'Mr. iiryan.
Considering the fact that the Reputle
cans, Populiets and Prohibitionisle tt (re
arrAyed against the Democratic ticket.
a majority of eleiero would have been
deemed a great victory, yet we have
doubled that majority. It means 60,00e
or 70,000 for Bryan in November. The
following table, showing the results of
the State electiens thus far held this
year. is a ateiree of much comfort to the
Democratic managers.
ron iou,.
Eleetoral
State. votes. Majority.
Vermont,   . 4 36,060
Maine 43,000
Total ...............10 79,000
Poe KILTER. .
Alabama. 
  _11 41,000
Tennessee 12 27,000
Oregon •  4 I 7.0oo
Arkansas •  8 57 Ooti
Georgia...  •13 ria.f)00
Florida...4 ee,Otei
. -
Total 218,000
Deaf seas Cutlet Ks Cartel
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness
and-that is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness ie caused by an inflamed con-
dition of the mucous lining of the Eus-
tachian Tube. When this tube gee; in-
flamed you have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing, and when it is en-
twely closod tleartleS8 is the result, and
unless the inflamation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal con-
dition, hearing will be destroyed for-
ever; nine eases out of ten art' CaLIMMI
by catarrh, which a nothing but an in-
flamed condition cif the mucous surfaces.
We will give one hundred dollars for
any case of deafness ',caused by catarrh;
than can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Care. Send for circulars, free.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Tiled°, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75e.
gall's family Pals are SW busk
aae,
- eee
etteeeceses,
ee-
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THE NEW ER A. THE CORE OF £IIEISSLIi. SLLOU
LD 13E MADE TO .PAY.
The core of the issue o: the campaign
-PUBLISHED BY- I was .truck by Mr. Sewall in his letter
litt Era Noting & ublish'g CO of acceptance, scion he answer
ed the
argument that the wealth of the country
NUNTEI WOOD. President. 1 had enoignously inareased under, the
 
 ! geld standard with the question: "In
OS ...E:-New Era Building. Seventh whose hands?"
Street, near Main. Hopkiusville, Ky. Mr. Cockrell and other McKinley ora-
 
 
tors parade the wealth of the country
$ I .00 A YEAR.' and the growth of that wealth 'within
 
twenty years as a final answer to the
Received at the pocelotnee Iii itopeineviiii, charge that the gold standard and the
system of government which nourishes
combines and bond syndicates do not
make a people prosperous. But they
have only touched the surface. The key
to the prosperity of a people is not the
production, but the distribution of
wealth.
Toil and ekellepplied to natural re-
sources will proluees wealth, but of what
avad Is it to those who produce wealth
if others. through advantages conferred
by law, reap the benefit of the toil and
skill and monopolize the wealth? Sta-
tistics whiclit show the,amonnt of wealth
in a community, bat not its distiibu-
time are valueless as an index of the
prosperity of its people. If there were
millions in a comninnity and a few men
or one man poeeessed them, while the
rest haul nothing, could the people of
that community be called prosperoas?
It matters not how much men may
sow or reap if another seizes the,fruit of
their mowing and reaping by the, power
of taxation or the privilege of monopoly.
They are poor. It is not what. in the
aggiegate a C011itillitlity may produce,
but what each member may keel) of his
earnings that marks its true prosperity.
The bane of human society, the key
ta all human oppression, is the power to
take what another has produced. This
is the power that makes monopoly in
every form the parent of tummy and
misery, of the palace and the hovel, of
great wealth production and widespread
distress.
There probably never was a political
struggle in which in some form or an-
other this power was not concerned. It
is the greed for it that ranges all the
multemillionairee, the trusts, combines
and bond syndicate% in solid phalanx on
the side of MeKinleyesin and gold
against the toilers.-St. Louis Republic.
TO ThIOUGHTFUL MEN.
Why should riot Bryan be elected?
There is on his side every elemeat that
justly gives popularity to a candidate.
He is opposed by all the powers that are
permanently hostile to the interests of
the masses of the American people. The
big manufacturing trusts are against
him. So are the money syndicates,
which force bond issues in time of
peace and make millions out of the op-
eration. So are all the predatory mil-
lionaires who find profit in •keeping
mese- grip on the Government.
So is every interest which ob-
jects to the Democratic doctrine that in
this Republik there should be equal
rights for all and privileges for none.
Bryan is in the vigor of life, able, elo-
,iuent, sincere, and as courageous amen
as ever invited the enmity of the few
who consider the many their .rightful
prey. He is the champion of the masses.
Why should the masses prefer Major
McKinley to Mr. Bry-an?
Backing liltNinley are Carnegie,
Rockfeller, Pierpoint alorgaii, C. P.
Huntington alid all the men of that
class, who are to us What the nobles
were to Europe in feitdal dates. Mc-
K-aley is the candidate of the, money
power-a power against the aggressions
of which it is to the patriotic and per-
sonal interest of the °reentry American
citizeu to battle ceaselersly. Who is
there th it doesn't know this? Look at
Hamm. What does that Bons import?
Are the people of' the people of the
United States; prepared to give victory
to a cause which finds its moat adequate
representative in Hanna?
Judge the two candidates by the
forces and the men that are exerting
themselves in their behalf. So judged,
to which eandidete thonld the thought-
ful American give his ballot.-New
York Journal.
SILVER AND WAGES.
There is no necessity of a workingman
voting for a dishonest dollar. If he
wishes to accomplish what a fifty-three-
cent dollar would, let him simply ask
his employer to reduce his wages forty-
seven per cent-New York Herald.
That passes bluster as an argument
on the "sound money" side- in this
'campaign of education." It would be
an answer in kind to inquire:
If employers, as a class, believed that
the free coinage of silver would enable
them to .pay their employes 53 cents
where now they are obliged to pay
them a dollar, how many employers
would be against free silver?
But employers and employes who take
an intelligent view of their interests
know that what they both needie a reve
val of industry. Let times be good and
the employer will be more cencerned
about supplying customers and ! making
profit than about trying to force down
wages. Let times be good and the in-
creased demand for labor will necessar-
ily send wages sp.
We cannot get good times while we
have the single gold standard and a dol-
lar that it pays ',letter to hoard • than it
does to invest in production. The gold
etaudard gives llS a contracting curren-
cy, when what the country needs is an
expanding currency sufficient for the
requirements of the -people
Bimetallism will furnish us with an
expanding currency and bring good
times. Therefore those who work for
wages and those who pay wages should_
be equally interested in the success of
the Democratic party at this election.-
New York Journal.
R. P. Troy, Secretary of the Demo-
cratic State Committee of California,
reports that tlie electoral vote is surely
for Bryan. -On my way borne," he
writes, "I passed through Indiana, Illi-
nois, Ohio andlowa, and the conven-
tions there were so " promising" dna I
have given it as my opinion that Bryan
will carry those 'States." The Chair-
man of the letemocratic Committee of
Oregon has received a poll of nearly
every precinct in the State, and says
that Oregon will elect Bryan efeedurs by
teen 6,000 to 10,000 majority. In a let-
ter to Chairman Faulkner, M. V. apen-
cer, Secretary of the Union Bimetallic
Party, says: • 'el!see no reason to doubt
that Bryan will win this State by from
5,000 to 10,000."
Secretary of State hfcCaffe-ry has ren-
dered a decision sustaining the protest
of the siver Republicans against the use
of the Republican name and eriblem by
the McKinley patty: Should this pro-
toe be sustained by the Styrene. Genre
the McKinley people will have no ballot
in Colorado, as they neglected to file a
petition bearwa the time for so doing ex-
pired.
When any part of the body Isn't do-
ing the work that nature intended it to
do, it puts the whole system out of tune
--out of harmony. Sickness atone part
of the body is likely to run into all parts
of the body. When children stand a
row of bricks on end, they knock the
whole row down by upsetting one brick.
That is exactlh what happeni to the
health when the bowels fail to perform
their proper function. Constipation
makes trouble all along the line-puts
the liver out of order, id bad for the kid-
neys-bad for the stomach It holds in
the body poisonous matter. and. because
it cannot go any place else, it gets into
the blood. The blood carries it all over
the system. That makes sluggishness,
lassitude, bad breath and foul taste in
the mouth, fills the stomach with gas
and cause's' windy belching, stops diges-
tion in the stotuach, ranges sour
stomach, heartburn and headache. 'You
can avoid all such trouble, • for Dr.
Piers-ea Pleasant Pellets arms constipa-
tion and its attendant evils. •
Send 21 cents in one-cent stamps; to
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.• Y., for
his "Medical Adviser." It in si book of
lette pages, profusely illustrate:Is,
, 4,• - 1
i The United States Government should
not mince matters in dealing wit% Spain
in regard to the Delgado claim for $250,-
000 for property destroyed and personal
injuries received. Spain never loses an
opportunity to show her hatred of the
'United States, and on several occasions!
she has been very insulting. The Del-
gado claims are just and Spain should
be forced to pay them and pay them
quickly, too. Secretary Olney and
, other officials of our State Department
, know how just the claims are, as they
have personally examined the principal
sufferers. The Delgarloce father and
son, both Ameriesan citizens, owned and
lived upon a plantation in Cuba. The
son was a Man of • attainments in. his
I profession, that of medicine, and had
spent much of his life in this country.
They were suspected of sheltering
rebelse and a Government party de-
- 
scendiel upon the estate, destroyed the
'
property, burned and pillaged and killed
without fear of hindrance the few terri-
fied people about the place. The elder
Delgado was not at home when the out-
rage occurred. bet the son encountered
the Spanish party, by whom he was
crtielly beaten, cut and shot, and finally -
left for dead. He was revived and lived
to tell the story of the attack.
Consul General 'Lee, at Havana, at
once tiled a protest against th cowardly
conduct of the Spanish marauders, but
his protest led to nothing more than po-
I lite evasiveness. The younger Delgado
went to Washington, however, and
took with him photographs of the
wreck of his plantation and the
remnants of arms which had been
destroyed in the one-sided battle on
his place. He showed his injures and
established the merits of his claim for
an indemnity, which was promptly pre-
sented by direction of Secretary Olney,
by Minister Taylor to the Madrid oh-
nate. This indemnity covered the dam-
age wrought by the Spanish cut-throats
and pillagers, and is not in excess of the
disaster wrought.
Spain's excuse for refusing to pay the
indemnity is a very flimsy one. The
Spanish officials claim that the Govern-
ment can not be held responsible .for
such acts in Cuba. that its agents there
are beyond its control, and that they
are lawless and their employes will not
make good damages done by those irre-
sponsible men. Such an answer sent to
the United States Government is an in-
sult to it, and 'Spain should be taught
such a lesson that she would never
again be guilty of such conduct towards
this country.
If a man votes for free silver can a
trust company foreclose a mortgage that
is dua in 1898 because be does not vote
for gold, or what effect would it have?
Can they foreclose before it is due, or
can they make it payable in gold before
it is due?
I. A mortgage due in 1S98 can not be
foreclosed before it falls due, provided
the interest be paid. The fact that a
man votes for the remonetization of sil-
ver shows that he has an intelligent
idea of his own interest, because it
means a better price for whatever he
owns, and, therefore, an increasing abil-
ity on his part to discharge his debt.
Debts that have been contracted, and
are not due, can net be made payable
in gold alone. Even if they were paya-
ble in gold, it would be to the debtors
interest to vote for the remonetization
of silver, because, under a single gold
standard, the value, or purchasing
power of gold, is constantly increasing,
which means that everything a person
has to sell is constantly falling iu price,
and thus rendering it more and more
difficult for the honest tuan to pay his
debts. With both gold and silver !we
should have a money whose purchaiing
power remained the same,,or nearly so.
Every debtor, therefore, who has prom-
ised to pay in gold should vote to make
silver a competitor with gold, and thus
stop the increase in the value of gold,
and make in. easier for the debtor to ob-
tain the gold wherewith to discharge
his obligation.
The following is a Washington die-
patch to the Herald: Secretary Olney
keit a sharp letter to Henry C. Smith,
United States Consul in Santee. Brazil,
accepting his resignation and notifying
him that he had resigned just in time
to escape a removal by the President.
Mr. Smith is now in Washington, hav-
ing been recalled from his post by the
State Department. Mr. Smith a few
days ago sent a note to the Secretary of
State resigning his position because he
desired to support Bryan and Sewall.
He said he did not think it proper that
he should retain a place under Cleve-
land's Administration and at the same
time openly oppose the policy of the
Administration. Smith is a colored
man from Alabama, and was appointed
Consul at Sautoe with a salary of $1,500
June 3. 1893, upon the recommendation
of Josiah Quincy, now Mayor of Bos-
ton, when he was Assistant Secretary of.
State.
HE'S- ALL RIGHT.
The fact that Senator Murphy, New
York's junior representative in the Unit-
ed States Senate, is solidly forBryan and
Sewall will be worth many thousands
of votes to the ticket in the Empire
State--and it also shows that Senatot
Murphy knows on which side of his bis-
cuit the oleomargarine is smeared. He
has been very ill for the past six months
--hope of his -recovery having been
abandoned on several occasions-but he
has now recovered his health, and in a
few days will go to work for Bryan and
continue in the fight until the polls
close on November 3rd. The Senator is
highly gratified at Tammany's action,
and he is loud in his denunciation of
the course being pursued by New York-
ers who have for years d igb pose
tions through means of the that
they are now stabbing, and he inks
that those men should go on into the
Republican party and quit pretending
to be Democrats.
_ 
Pay Your Taxes.
All city taxes nee paid by Nov. 1 will
have a 6 per cent, penalty added:
L. C. CRAVEN', Colle4tor.
Gladness Comes
IA/ith a better understanding of the
! transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before properef-
forts-gent lee fforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort it.
the knowledge, that so any forms on
sickness are not due to any actual this
ease, but simply to aaonstipa ted condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value health. Its beneficial
effects are goodi  to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arta
ele, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grod health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the must skill:ul
physicians. but if in need of a laxative.
one should have the best, and with the
well-informed everywbere. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and is most largely
used and gives moat mineral eatisfacteos.
DETAILS
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OF THE DAY. LAB PI-MONTHELY
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Bandits and Citizens do
Battle.
A NAT'L. BANK FAILS,
Brother Kills Brother- Fusion Proposed-
late Telegrams.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Meeker, Colo., Oct. 15.-An attempt
was made to rob the bank here this
1 moruieg.
In a fight that followed three bandits
and one citizen was killed.
BANK FAILS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
i Rockford, Ill., Oct. 15.-The First
S'htional Bank of this city, made a fail-
ure this morning. It is creating n pan-
ic in financial circles.
KILLED HIS BROTHER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
I Owensboro, Ky., Oct.-15.-This
morning Lester Curtis, a Tonng Davies
county farmer, accidentally killed his
brother, Jesse.
WANT FUSION.
[SPECIAL TO New[ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Oct. 15.-Republicans
in the district are trying to effect a fu-
sion with the Populists in the Congres-
sional race
Honeesopath c Medical Cub lie • Very
Interesting Meieting.
At the regular bentierflg-rinitetitig of
! this lionereipat hie Medical Club i held in
Wedneaday even-
t President Felix,'
chair.
rshiP• H A E
BRYAN'S SPEECHES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Macinae, Mich., Oct. 15.-Hon. W. J.
Bryan began speaking at six o'clock this
morning. He will make twenty
speeches to-day.
CARLISLE'S DALE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Eat]
Washington, D. C., Oct. 15.-Hon. J.
G. Carlisle announces that he will speak
in Lexington, Ky., on the 26th of Octo-
ber. He will make *tie speeches in the
State.
AN INTERESTING DECISION.
[SPECIAL 'TO NEW ERA]
Chattanooga, Tenn., 'Oct. 15.-The
United States Circuit Court of this cir-
cuit, has held that the sending of delin-
quent notices of assessments of insur-
ance after an alleged forfeiture is a
waiver of the right to claim forfeiture.
IN THE RIGHT PLACE.
[sPEciAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 15.-The Repub-
licans of the Seventh district have for-
mally indorsed W. C. P. Breckinridge
for Congress, and will put his name un-
der their party device en the ballot.
THE TEACHERS' A lSO2IATION.
That For District No. 3 Will Meet Sat-
urday, Oct. 24th.
The County Teachers' Association- for
district No. 3 will meet at the Cox
school-house, near Bainbridge, on Sat-
urday, Oct. 24, these !at 10 ii. m. The
trustees and patrons throughout the
school districts, represented are cordially
invited to be present: The districts in-
cluded are Nos. 6, 7 13, 15, 22, 25, 32, 38,
40, 46, 49, 54, 57, 59, 6e, 63, 64, 67, 74 and
84.
Every teacher is a member, however,
and should feel it a duty to atteed every
meeting if passible. The teachers in
the district who fail to be present are
required by law to teach an extra day'
instead.
Please bring your institute song book,
"The Scl.00l Bell," DP we (Italia to have
the program interspersed with music.
The following is the riegrana :
Devotional exercises.
Opening Address-Hon. J. W. Mor-
gan.
Response-Miss Berta Hiser.
Methods of Teaching Primary Read-
ing-Mrs. Nora Williamsou, Miss Nora
Greer and Mrs. Mattie Doss.
How much time should be given to
Oral Work?-Mrs. Georgia Thomas, J.
M. Calvin and Miss Georgia Moxleity.
How to secure and retain the atten-
tion of idle pnpils?-J. W. P'Pool and
W. W. Teague.
Recess.
The best mettfods of teaching Compo-
sition-Misses Lelia Hitter, Maude
Blaine and Heleu Wood.
How to obtain .regular attendance at
school, including a discussion of the
Compulsory Law-Hon. J. W. Morgan,
T. B. Walker and B. C. Feller.
Language work in the district schools
-Miss Olive Morris and R. C. Hopson.
Why should teachers be interested in
attending Teachers' Assesiations?--L.
W. Guthrie and Gen. P. Crania. '
%V. E. GRAY, Vice Pros.
KATIE Mt-DANIEL, CO. Supt.
HANNA PAYS THE FREIGHT
Now all the roads lead to Canton,
As all the roads lead to Rome;
The iron horse is puffing,
As it nears McKinley's- home.
It has come from far off cities
And towns throughout the State,
With crowds and crowds of people,
Am! "Hanna pays the freight."
Thoueands the papers tells us
Are daily on the way,
To see this -Billy McKinley"
AO hear what he will say;
He talks of tariff, wages; honor
And other things-by slate:
But onje thing never mentions:
"Mark Hanna pays the freight."
He talks of foreign commerce,
, (if-products to be sold,
Of imports and of silver,
To be kept at par with gold;
If consent he had from England
Or the Morgan syndicate,
But he never tells the people
That "Hanna pays the freight."
He praises the brave soldier,
Who saved his nation's flag;
Tells ta the faithful] artisan
"Tour wages shall not lag
If I'm elected President;
I'll guide the ship of state,
Through stormy seas and placid streams
'While Hanna pays the freight.'
"To make a great impression,
To gain a wavering vote,
I want the crowds to hear me,
For I'm•a man of 'note;'
[dealt in them quite largely,
Whenkeovernor of State,
Something over an hundred thousand
And 'Hanna paid the freight.'
'rYou know he's very generous,
Has not done quite enough;
And there are several other- bar' Is
Quite full of 'Long Green Stuff,'
Which bar Is have never yet been tapped
By this 'Caged Candidate-'
So come and see me every one,
'Mark Hanna'll pay the freight.'"
On the third of next November,
When McKinley is set free,
Mark will•find, to his chagrin,
! He's been "barkita up a tree." .
We'll have William Jennings Bryan
To guide our ship of state;
iced McKinley up "Salt River,"
And let "Hanna pay the freight."
Dr. Young's °thee u
ing, in the absence
Dr. Hill occupied the
Dr. Yates was elected to mem
Dr. .J. Ii. Van Derett, of Mad' nville,! 
was the essayist of the niesse
,
ing, and in
his abeeure his paper on Diphth 'a was
rent! by Or. Young, ThiS paperiwasi iiii
exhaustive reptlille of the',PrPSPIlt status
of medical opinion upon the merits of
the auti-toxin treatment, ami fell stag
,tieties of results in Germany, rance
and other foreign countries, as 
%. 
ell as
in the leadiug Amerhan hospital., were'
presented and tieir.)11ghly a II tt ly Zed. I
The dangers of the treatment and the
benefits to be expected wire presented
in a comiervative manner, and the type
of eases in which it iseiule be heauful
chsarly indicated.
The thanks of the Chili were given
Dr. 'Vita Deren for his very able paper.
As this is the centenniul yearoftioumee
pathy, the advisability. Of a formal cele-
bration by the Club, was left to ti com-
mittee ef Drs. Amos, McKiiniey. Young
and Yates.
. A. L Mt:KINNEY, 1).,
Secretary.
HOME & OLIETY
Mr. R. S. Pool, of Grace , was in the
city Monday.
Mr. V. A. Garnet. of Pembroke, was
in the city that week.
Mrs. T. D. Jarusion, oll Pembroke,
was here shopping Monclayi
Miss Mary Hille, of Roaiiing' Springs,
has returned hoffie after n extended
visit to Miss Lottie Fort, 
a; 
Achente Sta-
tion, Tenn.'
Mr. C. C. Carter, of the $oumit.v, was
in town Tuesday.
Dr. W. H. Jefferson, cf Wallonia,
was here Tuesday.
Mrs. (Sill Smith, of Pe
here shopping Tuesday.
Mr. Frank M. Quarles;
was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. Levy Lee,vell, nte ky, was in
town Wednesday.
Mr. Jim Major, of
T 
as in town
uesday, 
. s i
Mr. Winstead Henry ,1 of Quay, was
here Wednesday.
Mr. John Ford, of Chnrc Hill, was
in town Wednesday.
Mr. IrvinCayce, of Beverlewas in the
city on business Wedueida..
Mr. A.•A. Winfree, of Cu4k, was in
town this week.
Mr. R. C. Pace, of Herndein, was here
Teesday afternoon.
-
Mr. Geo: D. Lacey, of laytonsville,
was in town this week.
Mre\W. S. Moore, of the*quare, was
shopping in the city Weenie lay.
Mr. Clarence Crump, of Caelty, was
in the city on business W.edi esday.
Miss Ada Browder, of Cl limb Hill,
was in the city shoppitig Weldnesday.
Mr. Geo. W. Wildness an
Cushy, are visiting friends ii
Mr. Ed. R. Bogara and
roke,4 was
of Howell,
wife, of
the Ity.
Dr. rank
Stone, of Lafayette, Were in itowu Tuee-
day.
Rev, Granville Lyon and family -have
arrived in tee city from Louisville.
Rev. Lyon will preach this year at La-
fayette..
Mr. Gish Orr, of Trenton, was in
town Thursday.
Mr. Phil Roberts, of G 
' 
racey was here
this week. 
,
OUTLOOK PLEASING.'
1eagalALele NEW EitAP-L-
Washington, D. C., Oct. 14.-From
reports coining in from all over th.•
country it appears that Ime silver 'is
gaining frieeds every day. The silver-
ite managers are well pleased with the
outlook.
Quarterly Meeting.
Quarterly incaeing at Hebron will be-
gin neat. Saturday am' Sunday. Rev.
J. M. Lawson will preside.
•-
A CONGENIAL,COWD.
A Brilliant Function at Hotel
Latham.
J. FRANK ORT'S DEBUT.
The Entertiinmeut Wes Given is Honor of
1.1 ,s Dannell.
;
Just HP the last note 1-ef he violin
quivered on the air, and he ebony
faced attendante had beauu alruirig out
the lights, one of the yonng women
proposed three cheers for Col. Ort, anti
they were given with a will. Then the
guests crowded around lm and thee' to
force a speech from him; bat he de-
from that duty. After e at everybody
1murred so strongly that e ws excuseda 
gave him the happy had and' went
1 1home. • 4 '
It was a reeeptron given at 11064
t
Laliam Wed night complimentary to
MISR Donell, a beautiful aunt! vivacious
young woman. from Henteirflle, Alai.,
who is visiting Mrs. Ed M. Carney. The
host of the occasion was CA. J. Fnink
Ort, auniliarly and affectionately known
as "Shorty." lie  wits assisted. in the
performance of the arduous labors! inci-
dent to an occasion of the • kind by the
members of the "Want-Nu-Marry Club.''
'Elie principal feature of the. evening
was dancing. The floor was in an ex-
cellent condition and was waxed per-
fectly. The music was better than us-
ual. .In 'addition to Ward's orchestra
there were three inusicianefth Clarks-
ville, !
it
The crowd was a thorotathlr congen-
ial 'tete. .•
These who aid not dunce occepied the
handnotue parlore_ancteramentided in
the long corridors. So pleasantly . was
the evening spent that the gatherieg
did not disperse until an early hour this
morning.
Everyone who attended the eatertain-
taininent says it was a complete success,
and !Mr. tert has had enough bouquets
thrown at hen to turn his hair blue and
make him grow 'Several inches taller.
Among those.in attendance were:
Misses-
Murcia Carney, Mary Barbour,
FillijnirilGelah L
Gunn, Julia
jieuerlariihtiaPINti'ounretia.1)1114%
Mesdamee-
Archie Bottles, C. H. Rhodes,
E. M. Carney, George el lay,
Messrs.-
W. C. ttaarks,1.1,.,t4F,raEniklioltltrt,
A. F. Stanley,
Henry Holton, Bailey Russell,
Walker Wood, Mel". -Blakentore,
C. K.
.7.!"ill'iyisoly, n , 
Slittiatli:t,ey Ie.r N‘ttkikir,i. Jr.,
Jim Cook, Quarles Mills,
George Gary, ei. H. Ithoeles,
Archie Boater, R. L. Woodard.
THEY ARE AFTER THEM'
Grand Jury Returns Many
NOT BEEN LAZY.
Henry Orndoitl Sent to the penitentia4 This
Morning.
f.VsI IN tH111.,$
I Our shoes are good- shoes, every pair
gnarateeed. Richards; & Co.
Furniture repaired, and upholstered at
Juo. R. Kitchen's, Oct14,fit
Greatest line of !boeoni and white
abuts in the city. Itictiards & Co.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
This grand jury hues been keeping ex-
eets(iiig quiet. and C goo(' many persons'
have thought that as few indictment
have teen made public, that the jury-
men have been lazy. The list below
shows that the "g. j." has beeu working
hard.
Wens. morning the time of the court
was consumed in trying the cases ot
Heine- Orndorff.. col., one for malicious
-ihnoting and the other for carrying a
concealed deadly weapon. Several
weeks ago Henry went to the house of a
woman he was keeping and found her
talking to another fellow. This angered
Henry and he shot at her, the ball en-
tering her hip. She was not badly hurt.
For shooting the negress Orndorff
was sent to the S'ate prison for one
year. For "toting" a pistol he
fined $25 and costs and ten days in
The indictments returned op to
are as follows:
Mrs. Wells, keeping. bawdy house.
Henry Batson, col., and Bettie Nich-
ols, fornication.
Wash Blakely and Mrs. Elijah Bell,
for.licatien.
Link Morrison, robbery. .
L. Rogers, selling liquor- without li-
cerise.
Tom'Wooten,  same, six cases.
Lem Davis, same, two caste. •
J. R. Waugh, same, seven eases.
Same, permitting minor to play on
pool table, four cases.
'Joseph McKay, seduction.
Miles Dunning, cutting and shooting
in sudden heat and passion.
L. C. Lyle, c. c. d. w.
Henry Ludd, same.
Henry.Rawlings, col., same.
Trice Shepperel, same.
John B. Eli, same.
Lewis Withers; col., same.
Phil Tandy, same.
Charley Holland, col., same.
B. Reese, same.
Leslie Oldham, col., same.
Same, striking and wounding in sud-
den heat and passion.
Will Wynee, c. c.ei. w.
Same, breach of the peace.
Sem Flack, col., same.
Aaron King, col., assault and battery.
Waller Bumpus, unlawfully' running
eneinwon highway.
L. L. Russell, same. '
J. W. Griffin, same.
Henry Orndorff, c. c. I. w.
Same, malitious shooting.
William Rogers, flourishing a deadly
weapon on public highway.
.John Morrison, c. c. d. w.
Same, shooting and se onuding.
Will Rogers, col., c. c. d. w.
George Moons, malicious shooting.
was
jail.
date
Over One Hundred Years Old.
News has just been received here of
the death at Lafayette, Ky., of Mrs.
Elizabeth Still, who was, considerably
more than one hundred years of age.
She did not know her exact age, but
said-she was married and the mother of
hild two years old when her husband,
Creel Still, joined the army during the
war of 1512.
..m.1•11b.
THEY WILL VOTE FOR BRYAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
St. Louis, Oct. 12.-Twelve clerks in
the Dugold-Crawford big department
store lost their jobs to-day.
These men, it seems, have been out-
spoken in their admiration for William
Jennings Bryan, and on numerous oc-
casions haul declared their intention to
vote for him. Their enthusiasm and
earnestness in presenting the free silver
arguments to their friends had won
many votes for Bryan.
The owners of the store this morning
discharged these twelve clerks because
they were ..unwilling their principle-%
and declare for McKinley.
That Jo)fill V • lag
With the exhilarating sense of renew-
ed health and strength and internal
cleaulineem, which follows the use of
Syrup of Figs, is unknown to the few
who have not progressed beyond the old-
time medicines 'and the cheap substi-
tutee sometimes offered but never ac-
cepted by the well-infornied.
Protracted Hooting.
The pretract meettig at Shiloh a ill
begin Saturday night.
New GooR New Goods
,
Has Them in Endless Vatiedes.
City Bank.
• 
May 13 '96 1 
. * 
,
(
Money to loan on real ostate, Hunter
Wood, Jr., Agent. t:&wtf Come and compare Qualities. Styles AND PRICES and be convinced that it is to your interest
La inieees jackets and eapes all sizes
a nil celore, prices the very lowest.
Iteshards & Co.
WANTED-Small family of adults to
occupy part of residence.' Inquire at
this office. • cod
Alsm ays sermon, Hopkins' Steamed
mHoiny (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in Milk. Qt. can, 10c. 
to buy where you can obtain strictly reliable merchandise at lowest possible prices.
Always SOMETHING NW In
Cress oo S .this line. and lacNto.;`Ind„„rnff
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and iple Drees Goods in black and odor-
ed. The newest thing in the niarket in Dr, es Trimmings.
CAPES and JACKETS. My stock of Capee and. Jackets is LARGII.AND WELL ASSORTED and
Prices io Suit All.
•
Bay your shoes of, us, and you will Underwear, Hosiery. I have a MAGNIFICENT STOCK of Meek
get service and (V intent and save money to
Richards & Co. ! ting.
Women who are Weak and nervous, °Jr"
my Mena, Ladies' and Children's SHOES WILL BE CloSED OCT AT
WHOLESALE COST.
scum, have no nppetite reed cannot sleep, All
find strength and vigor in flood's Sarsa-
parilla.
IIIJust From the Eastern Markets.
Try enr school shoes and save trouble
nil money by buying every few weeks,
notie better made, every pair warranted.
Richards & Co.
For billionsneee, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver,, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. $6 per
box at draggest
Two new machines were added to the
Hopkineville Steam Laundry this week.
Come and see them. "Keep up :with
the Tunes" is our motto.
Fine tailoring, cleaning.and repairing
by Fowright the tailor and cutter. Pants
made from $5.00 to $15.00. Suits from
$15.00 to 160.00. Seventh street, oppo-
site New Era. Also ladies dress-skirt
cleaning.
Greater line of dress goods and trim-
minge than all of our competitors com-
bined, remember this. -when you get
ready for your fall suit. Richards & Co.
Mr. Ike Slaughter, representing the
largest cloak house in the East, will
have an opening of cloaks, jackets.
capes and all the novelties in wraps at
Sam Frankel's to-morrow and Friday.
Everybody cone,.
- '
OPPOSED TO TRUSTS.
Mr. Bryan, as Chief Executive. Would
Drive Thew Out of Existence.
My friends, in so far as Republicans
and farmer Democrats have criticised
my election as a menace to law and or-
der I went to say to you that their
fear is not that as an executive I will
be lax in the enforcement of law. Their
fear is that as an executive I would not
respect persons.
Who is it that is so afraid that law
will not be enforced? Those who are
most fearful that there will he a lax en-
forcement of the law are the very per-
semis who would suffer most if the laws
were enforced.
Those persons who are afraid that
law will be violated with impunity atl•
the oil% who have violated law with
impunity.
If Mr. Harrison wants to raise the
question of the survival of our instate
tioni, I will tell him that the great
trusts of this country that' are support-
ing the Republican ticket are the great-
est menace to our government
The Coal trust Rends its representative
to sit by every fireside and exacts trib-
ute from those who need warmth. The
trust Fiends its representative to collect
a tribute from those who use light. .
The trusts of this country, with their
representatives, are collecting tribute
from the peopile, ,and when we pretest
against it they call us disturbers of the
peace and anarchists.
I am opposed to trusts. As an execu-
tive I shall use what power I have to
drive every trust out of existence.
If present laws are not sufficient to
meet this evil. I, if elected, will recom-
mend such laws as will.
If the constitution of the United
States is so construed as to prevent any
interference with, the operations of the
trust, I hall recommend such amend-
ment to the constitution as will permit
the punishment of these men.
My friends, there is a great contest
in this country which must be settled,
and that is whether a few teen bandee
together are more powerful than all th;
people.
And while I do not want to array
class against class, I am willieg to ar-
ray all the people who suffer from tie
operations of these trusts against thu
few people who cperate the trusts.
What Coatraetlas Dom
Let us see what it is that a contrac-
tion in currency does. The fewer tin
dollars in circulation of course the more
the dollars which remain in circulation
will buy. A dolliir which once bought
a bushel of whet now boys two bush-
els of wheat-that is, the farmer -has to
raise two bushels-of wheat to get a dol-
lar, instead of one bushel, as formerly.
So the manufact carer sells his goods fur
half what he used to get for them. Ii
adapting himeeleto a oentracted carrell
cy the manufacturer or ttader loses very
heavily. The borrower of money is a
heavy loser.
He pays not only interest, alich is
harder to raise every year, Fence the
purchasing value of money increases
with contraction, but he is bound to pay
a principal much larger, reckoned in
the purchasing value of money, than
his original loan. It is not at all sur-
prising that the capitalist wants the
preevut system continued. It is and has
been a bonanza to him. With the year-
ly increasing value of a dollar lie. would
become enriched even if there were no
interest accruing. No one need wonder
when he sees the capitalist stn. r for
the gold standard. Contraction in cur-
rency is and always has been the great
panic maker -Charles J. Bellamy.
FREE
BUTTONS!
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each package of
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE
A COLLECTION OF BUTTONS
WITHOUT C
Liii==1111111111111•111111Q, _--1'
•
Ladies' and Chilitren'e Underwear and Hosiery
select from, and you will also Mid my hie- of blattkets, Carpetie Rears, Mat-
Oil Cloth and Lieoleuni and every ether line of goods hi my store well amu-
sed np-to-date. Be sure, yen see my good, alio gee priers before buying.
T. M. JO E
Fair Wet k
Fair Prices
Fair Treatment
Far Square Deal.
Thats the Kind of Racket
We Give You. It
Grey blankets, 10-4 . ... . .  .
White blankets, 10-4 .. Me pair
Toilet soap Ica cake
Envelopes -SOS for lc
Ladies Hose  . ..bo Span-
Ladies fleeced lined vests  20c
Mens sox . , . 
Menus undershirts, heavy, 
Olin forts 
Walking hats 
Tin cups, 1 pint,.  
Pie pans
Heating stoves 
Cook stoves  
Long whisk brooms
Asbestos; stove matte
Dish pans, 10 quart, 
Teakettles 
Coffee pots 
Wash pans 
Dippers Sc
Vasiline .4c bottle
 
Sc pair
 
 
25c
Vac
..... Ic
only Sc
. •1 95
. . 75
Sc
3c
a.  
15c
 
15e 
7c
 
40
It Pays to Trade With Us—THE BI S STORE.
THE RACKET. J. H. Kugler.
- GRAND - OPE7IG
THE LEADER.
Wait for the Grand opening of the Leader's
cLo K &."- "Aps
•
Children s and Misses cloaks and jeekets, the finest ever brought to I his
city, and all tailor made No two alike. We ha e only sample garments
end we guarantee price, stele and material. We heie tome to sta• and
any wrap not suited after being all, ieoney wili be refujided You are
-ill most kindly invited to come and inspect our stock, which I am sure on
will be pleased with. You will be patiently waded on. It is no trouble to
-.how gods We guerentee New Ymk awl F:raltern wholesale ptices on
any gain emit you mey select Be sure and wait and ace cur cloaks and
wraps on
Friday and Saturday,
October 23 and 24.
Remember the place - THE LEADER
Mme. Flurette Levy.
LY & CON, TAiLORS.
SupplyA,
Demand!
OUR SUPPLY c. nsistipg of all the latest fabrics in
Seotch, London Specials, Crep• ed- s.d D
Worsted..—is tinegna.ed by any Pp use, hence we at-e alw..ys
ready and up-to-date iti rnetit.g the
DEMANDS OF THE '
MOST FASTIDIOUS....
T II ERE IS NO STRINGENCY in .. r mark, t—except
want ot nioney—and our pi ICe14 are mark- d low on • swell"
suits in o-der to "swell" ou hank acci‘unt. Y.‘u would do
well to see our
$6, $7 and $8 TROUSERS.
The same guarAntee which goes with our $35, f 40 and
$50 sui's is substantially carried oul in the make-up of oar
$25 suits.
II OTtL LATH AM.
E.11.71
- _
fito5T
ELY & CI, 4."c1viAs4°,1.
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WILL SURPRISE IOU
Bet* you know it by nipping your
nose sad chilling your bone.. Glee--
him such a warm reception that ,i'ou
can smile at him by ordering sour
winter suit now. We have all the
mate-date fabrics in endless satiety,
and are waiting for our patrons to
come in and use them up. We will
build you as fine a suit as you can
have made at half the price that
some are asking for them.
A. CLARK, The Tailor.
6 ET YOURCER 1 ES
--From—
J.! M. BULLARD
1.‘ 1 100 o Ps ei.t. e• 'hi
A full li_ t of .st ape. 410'roc -re- h.ghca
market or colintry odilee. re. I• li‘e,‘ at al
ti part of the eit, n, 443
Whose Paints
%re 41 Best?
Or° U
DAGG&RICH.ARDS
Lumber Planing Mill. I
•
_ 1// ./(ie1-*/W01
TI-SEREAT BPSINESS TRAINING SCHOOL OF THE SOUTH.
TA/ f'Air/f Rdi440 iiiittstat Or GRADVMS HOLDIOIG FIRE norm
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.is e - Tod COUNTRY. sierlON COUPPfia weiforlr0)
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FLAGS ARE FLOATING.
I hi ee Sappers Piing to the
Breezes.
POLITICAL
1....i.o,s-Los the Con.,Itution.
By I request E D. Cotsourn is
acting as solicitor for the Atlanta Con-
stitution, One of the biggest, bright. st
and eheapest weekly papers published
MARRIAGES GALORE.
in America. Sad Feature Incident to One
Mr. Cobourn will be in the city until
Satnolay anis% ill wait on his friends , Ceremony.
for subscriptiene. Terms, 3 trample 25e,
6 mouths 50 milts, one year $1 00.
POINTERS.. 
TROUBLOUS TIMES AT (MACEY.
Bud Sumin,,r• Smashed in a Woman••
Head.
Farr.oat Colored Orator- Fellows and Linssay
-Some Appointments-
Monday aftsrimon a Me•Ksitley anti
tiobart ttg ••• asi.e.T • I :10'1! a wire
stretehien beta-esti' VO.Alt Itt,t,tat 4(.0
large flees
NI • :
C. 11 ,• . a
•7414b•I`.1.11, :•11‘a is it. • • •11%.-1.
RUA 'Z./a,. att 11 p t• '":1%I.r. IAA
feu. au: Ano 's and John
Chairtnasu .Cockraii. of ti,. Sp-
Silver Ot•nuaitt "I • It.ta a.,Ii0Allitta. the
ftelestreig 1,•• Inc Him.s-liarleti
kitatikel", Of MLssts-Ippi : Eikto,•. t.
Ito; rdepellte%11.e. (Al. lir,euvilie.
17; Mao:sous lies °CI. 19; Hewer-
eels Ut t ; teats ten die, too. gl ; Euu-
neeet, (Al. 21; tia °miaow u. Oct 23,
Paris, Oct. 24, and Winchester, Oct. 25.
Hon. N. R Hayes, of Pineville, will
speak here on the 24th hest.
Cheirnian Sommers, of the Demo-
s:retie Campaign C.etunnttee, reeeived
the fohowing telegram from Mrs. Jo
Blackburn yesterday. dated Ver.
sallies: -Blackburn serious Threat-
ened put-amount. Telegraph and can.
all engagements.- Secretary Coch-
ran immettietely cancelled all appoint-
ments.
Monda5 was field day in Todd
county politics, and eloquence was un-
corked on every corner. The morning
train told( to Elkton the following die-
tinguished gentlemen: Judge Ward.
W. F. Browder, C. 'V. Milliken, for the
Boltocratic Democracy, and Judge J. F.
Demp•ey and ex-Collector E. B. Drake,
for the true-blue Democrasy. All
these gentlemen made speeches daring
the day.
A dispatch from Owensboro says:
Mr. C. W. Bransforti, the only free-s0
'1'er banker in this section, has are
meowed his intention of taking the
stump in the interest of Dr. Clardy's re-
election to l'ougress.
• •••• •
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Heredon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to He V reit WOOD.
Robbed • Cabosse.
Monday night unknom ii parties broke
into a caboose ou the L. it N. railroad
and stole two pair of shoes and a num-
ber of other erodes of value. The po-
lice have no elite to the thieves.
Settoots Closed.
On account t.( the prevalence of dip-
theria in Madisonville all the et hoots,
both 'white and colored. have been dis-
itieled by order of the county and city
board of health. They are ordered
eland until next Monday or until
f urtheenotiee.
•••••.-
Death of a Child.
Annie D, the year old daughter of
Mr and Mrs. George A. Clark. oied
Wed morning about ten o'cluek from
dypiathena. after a long illness • The
child N. as pretty and unusually bright
for her age '1 he parents have the sym-
pathy of the community.
- -
Jack Petrie Hurt.
Mr. Jack Petrie, one of the best cite
seas of the Fairview neighborhood.
while visiting at Cerulean prings
few days ago, was thrown free' a bug-
gy and badly Gore The Progress hopes
that his recovery will be speedy and
permanent.-Elk ton Progress.
.1•••• •IMM.
Free Bilver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
paperein connection with the WEEKLY
Maw ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Wet-kly Inquirer and
WELLY NEW ERA, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic i oemeweeklyi and
WEEKLY NEW Etta, $1.75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St
L ob Republic (semi-weekly) and
Maw Ns., tall three) $2.00.
Met Loaves Trenton.
Re.. J. 0. Petrie, who tese been eta.
timed at Trenton for four years, left
Saturday for Corydon to which place he
was aasigned by the Methodist Confer-
ence which met at Hopkinsville, says
the Elkton Times. Mr. Petrie stayed at
Trenton as long as a Methodist preacher
Is allowed to stay at • any one station
and he and his family made a great
many warm friends there who will be
sorry to see them leave.
Deserves the Support.
The Democratic Committee of Chris-
tian county nominated John L. Mosely,
of Crotty, to represent the county in the
lower branch of the next General As-
sembly. says the Review. The office
VMS made vacant by the death of C. M.
Brown. Mr. Motley is ,a first-clan' gen-
tleman and with all a good Dethocrat
and a farmer and should have the un-
divided area enthusiastic support of the
entire Democracy of the county.
-
Death of Kr. Shaw Gambrel.
Whe friends and acquaiptedices of Mr.
tIlha Gambrel will be sloseked at the
anuouneement of his death. He was a
proisperotte farmer of the Antioch neigh-
borhood, where he had lived for many
years. He was an upright man, honest
and straightforward. -Hie death will
cause much grief. He was seventy
years of age. Funeral services will be
held at the late residence to-morrow
morning at ten o'clock, and the body
will be placed in the family burying
ground.
His Skull Crushed.
A nesro whose name could not be
learned is reported to have jumped
from a swiftly moving train near Pem-
broke Saturday evening and had his
skull crushed, says the Clarkaville
Times. It stews that a party of negroes,
all more or lees intoxicated, boarded the
train at Pembroke to take a short ride.
No tickets were purchased, and the con-
ductor was preparing to push them off.
The train had gotten under headway
when one of the negroes, uttering a war
whoop, rushed to the platform and be-
fore he could be stopped jumped head•
load from the train, His head struck a
fence with such foree that his skull was
crashed BM? hit was otherwise so badly
Injured that he is reported to have died
Saturday night.
Awat .ied
tlighcat honors.- World's Fai
•DR;
BAKING
POWDER
MOST PERk±Ll .NliskieE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
I ee Aaraania, Abut or any other adulterant.
____Apt_ssms_ris_taAmmao,_
•
The eoleretitelement at Grace,
were thrown into a high state of excite-
ment Saturday evening ever the: knock-
ing down and pretty badly injuring of
WOI10111 N% hose natIlt‘ could not be
learned. by Bud Sommers. a yoting ne-
gro of that place, lines the Clarksville
UHT ,` 1:7‘th c.
it :
Its' eljt- t ot afiec.
tuna'. but that fer sum • tone past he had
been payiug toe mush attention to au
other (Risky (13111..... 'She took :him to
task about it Saturday P% s- g, end the
resent of the (Israel...nee is that she is
sufftriesafrom a St•A' ere gash on the
11.••ttl Otiti Summers is out of sodit."
The Ctertieliele n•perts the trouble as
felt sVV a:
S autday eieht ,Bud Summers. col-
oesi. knocktei a negro woman in the
head and bawdy injured her at Gracey,
Southern Kentu ky. The woman is re-
ported to have given him $5 to purchase
her a pair of shoes, but instead of buy-
ing the footwear he took the money and
spent it upon some other woman, This
enraged the woman who wanted the
shoes, and she and Sommers engaged
in a tight. She was rendered uncon-
scious from the blow for some time.
REV. E. W DABNEY DEAD.
War Born in Christian and had Many
Friends Here.
A dispatch from Keuney. Austin
county, Texas, in the Galveston ;News,
!says:
••Yesterlay evening the remains of
Rev. E..W. Dabney, of the Christian
(shore:, who died last Sunday night at
his son in-law's, B. N. Brasheur, in
Brown county, county, were sent here.
'Uncle Ed' Dabney, as he was familiar-
ly known, came to this eounty, from
Kentucky sonic 43 or 44 years ago. He
'established what is known as the Con-
cord church near Kenney, where his
wife and many of his relative.; are
buried. No man perhaps in the State
was more universally loved and respect-
ed by all classes than be, and many
hearts syl be gad to hear of his death.
Ile was in his 76th ynar."
Rev. pabnpy had many friends in
this eouuty, where he was born. He
was a son of the late Maj. Albert G.
Dabney, of Christian county, and o a.;
the oldest of twelve children.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25c. Septted7m
CHRISTIAN COUNTY ELOPERS.
Mr. E. R. Vaughn and Miss Beene Lori
Davis Marry La Clarksville.
Satuntny morning Mr. E. R. Vaughn
aud Slier- Beale Lee Davis, both of this
county, eloped to Clarksville and were
joined in matrimony.
Accompanied by several friends they
left their liveries Friday night and trav-
eled overland in order to reach Clarks-
ville by morning. They arrived there
about seven o'clock.
The groom and a friend bunted up
the County Clerk and received a license
to marry. The ceremony was performed
in the parlor of the Arlington Hotel at
eight o'clock. Immediately after the
wedding the party returned to Chris-
tian county.
The bride is a pretty and attractive
brunette who has many friends in this
city. She is a sister of Mr. Lucien
Davis, City Clerk and book-keeper for
.2. M. L.ethans The groom is an in-
dustrious young farmer who lives in the
Caesky neighborhood.
Monuments.
By calling onRobt.H.Brown fora mon-
ument, either granite, marble or statu-
ary, you will find elegant and artistic
designe, lowest prices and satisfaction
in every particular, He solicits your
order. d&wtOct21.
DEATH DUE TO CONSUMPTION,
Kr. William B. Mason Succumbed to
the Disease.
Mr. William B. Masod. a well-known
citizen of the Southern part of this
county, died Saturday morning.
He had been a victim let consuniption
for some time. Several weeks ago 'while
visiting his brother, Mr. M. A. Mason,
sof The Square, he became very ill and
was obliged logo to bed. He wait not
able to return to his home and died at
the resilience of his brother.
He was a man of many exeellenetraits
and was a member of an old Virginia
family of high standing. He was seyen-,,
ty-six years old, and spent the major
portion of his life in this county.
Funeral services were held at the res-
idence of Mr. M. A. Mason. The body
was placed in the family burial grounds
at Oak Grove.
something to know.
It may be worth something to know
that the very best medicine for restoring
the tired out nervous /system:to a healthy
vigor is Electric Bitters. This medi-
cine is purely veget ible, acts by giving
tone to the nerve centres in the somatic-h.
gently stimulates the Liver and ' Kid-
ilPys. and aids these organs in thrdwing
off impurities in the blood. Electric
Bitters improves the appetite, aids di-
gestion, and is pronounceethy theme who
have tried it' s the very beet blood: puri-
fier and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for
50c or $1.00 per bottle at R. tJ. Hard-
wick's drug store.
MEEK. SIVELY PASSES AWAY.
A Well-Known Farmer Died Tuesday
From Old Age.
Mr. E. H. Siveley,a well-knownfarrn-
er living on the Canton pike, two and
one-half miles from this city, died at his
home k!.Tuesday afternoon at two
o'clock. s
The deceseed was a hien of sterling
worth and his death ot•casionn great loss
to the community. He had been a farm-
er ell his life and had acurnulated quite
a handsome fortune. He was eighty-
four years'of age, and the father of
seven children. They are George, Hiram
and Charlie :lively, Mrs. James Adams.
Mrs. Gregory, Mimes Jesie and Mart hi
Sively. Mr. Sivety's death resulted Iron
old age. Funeral ser'i'es were held at
his residence at two o'clock this after-
noon. Interment took place at the fam-
ily cemetery.
The bralidest Remedy.
Mr. R. D. Greeire, merchant, of Chil
howie, Va., certifies that he had con-
sumption. Was given' ultf to die, sough
all medical treatment that money rote(
proeure, tried al/ cough reneetes h.
could hear of, but got no relief ; omelet
many nights sitting op in a chair: we.
induced to try Dr. King's New Discos-
cry and was Purest by use of two bot-
tle*. Fer past three years be has. beta
attending te business, and says Vr
King's New Discevery is the grandpa
remedy ever made, as it has done sr
much for him and also for others ip hi-
community. Dr. King's New Nerdy
pry is guaranteed for coughs, colds am.
consumption. It don't fail. Tnai hot
ties free at B. U. HardWiek's drug
AVM
•
at home to their friends.
Among those present at the reception
were:
Moms. and Mesdames-
J. H. Hooser, H. C. Ballard,
J. E. Hooser,
A..1. Meador,
H. C. Settle.
Mary Steele,
HARRY HOPPER WEDS.' Jas. Clarke,
Eddyville;
Mary Teer, Gracey.
Misses-
Service Mary Griffith,
Mamie Johnson,
Lottie McDaniel,
Bessie Quarles,
Mary Jones,
Gerard Houser Nuptials -A Double
-Others Joined.
Dick Quarlts,
A. W. Steele,
T. M. Jones,
I Mesdano•s-
I Barbara Griffith, A. C. Overshiner,
Geo. Merritt,
Ben Garnett,
Pembroke;
Elva Homer,
Frankie Campbell,
Kate Follausby,
Lee Overshiner,
Sidney Males,
Jennie Houser, Lee White,
ARMISTE vD-THOMPSON. • EdIllt Nash, Lizzie Overshiner,
Connecteel with the marriage of Mr. isallie Homer.
Thomas D Armistend, of this city, and Messrs,-
Miss Lunette Thompson. of Louiville, Ales Overshitor.
wee a f. atur-. 
Dennis Sh W.,
Wallis,
rf T (sea• The ceremony • re onne. . v
- Louis Elgin-,
afte.i.00e at the home of the bride'e Emmett•  Hooser.
nottIer, 901 Third Avenue, Leuisville.
It was originally intended for Rev. Psw-
ell, a former pastor of the Christian
Church of this city to offiviate,but as he
was absent.Rev Carter Jones officiated,
When Mr. Armistead It-ft Hopkins-
ville Tuesday morning he did not know
that he would be married that after-
noon. The marriage vows joining he
and Miss Thompson were taken at half
past three in the afternoon.
Half an hour later the brother of the
bride died from consumption of the
throat.
Miss Thompson and her family went
from Lexington to Louisville and have
resided there for some time. She is a
beautiful blonde and a gensral favorite.
About one year ago her brother, Wil-
liam Harvey Thompson, a man of meg-
nilicent physique, went South on a trip.
His health suddenly failed and he was
obliged to return home. He grew stead-
ily worse, and his death was expected at
any minute.
The marriage • of his sister and Mr.
Armistead was to have occurred at the
house yesterday, but he begin failing
so rapidly that he made the request that
the ceremony be performed before he
died. His wish was complied with, and
thirty minutes after the marriage he ex-
pired.
Mr. Armistead and his bride will come
to Hopkinsville to-morrow, and will
take rooms and board at the residence of
Mrs. M. F. Crenshaw. Mr. Armistead
is engaged in the drug business multi
stands high in commercial and socisl
circles.
HOPPER- TILL tRD.
The marriage of Mr. Harrison Hopper,
of this city, and Miss Fannie B. Lillard,
of Murfreesboro, Tenn., was solemnized
Wednesday afternoon.
The wedding was a quiet one and was
witnessed by only a few intimate
friends anti relatives of the bride. Rev.
U. G Flemming, D. D., who formerly
lived in this city, officiated. The ser-
vice was pretty and appropriate. It
took place at the residence of the bride's
brother-in-law, Mr. John Branutin, of
Murfreesboro, at five o'clock.
Directly after the wedding Mr. and
Mrs. Hopper left on the six o'clock train
for Nashville, where they will remain
several days visiting relatives. They
will then wale to Hopkinsvllle to re-
side, and will occupy the Hopper home-
stead.
The bride is a member of one of the
naost prominent families in Rutherford
County, Tennessee, and has been a lead-
ing society belle since her debut into
society. She is popular and highly es-
teemed in Merfreesboro, her home. For
two years recently she occupied a posi-
tion in the faculty of South Kentucky
College, and wits recognized as one of
the most efficient educetoro ever con.
nected with that institution. Cottpled
with her tine intellect is a genial dispo-
sition, and she is liked by everybody
who knows her. She will be cordially
welcomed to Hopkinsville.
The splendid traits and manly virtues
of Mr. Hopper, the handsome groorn.
are well known here. He is a member
of the firm of Hopper Bros., and is one
of Hopkinsvilleat most progressive .busi-
ness men. He had been a bean in the
highest social circles of Sciathern Kee.
tacky for a number oiyears.
•
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In the Methodist church Wed. night,
before a large assembly of frieuds,411he
;erard- Hooser n n pt tale were celebrated
The church had been tastefully decor-
ated for the occasion. with .cut and
growing flowers and plailte. Oyer the
altar a white clove was suiPttaded.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Hooser, of the city. She IN
well-known for her nia4Y charms of
person and character, au4'15 a favorite
in social eirelts. :the 9`aa attired in
white silk and chiffon, w4h pearl trim-
mings and orange blossoigs
The groom, Mr. (lerom6,B. Gerard, is
widely known for his bustieeaqualifica-
nons. Although havinsrne,here re-
eently from Chicago, his tends are le-
gion.
The bridesmaids were' t Misses Sally
Hooser, Edna Nash and Azabeth Over-
shiner. They were dresetel in white
organdie, with peed trintniniss. The
groomsmen were Messni. _14./. Wallis,
L. L. Elgin and J. K. 'loos, Messrs.
Fletcher;Campbell and Is:miett Homier
were ushers. Little Mi
Bowles and Bessie Quarles
gide,
Th eeremony was perfo
H. C. Settle, the organ pl
during the performance of
After the ceremony the
was driven to the resid
bride's !parents on Clay
streets, where a reception
eonneetion With which a su
was spread.
AN an evidence of the w
Mr. and Mrs: Gerard were
of many elegant and
Mr. Gerard has engatt
and Mrs. Hooser's wh
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A DOUBLE WEDDISti.
A double w6dding took place at the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane Wednesday afternoon.
The contracting persons, who are at-
tendants at the Asylum, were Mr. T. I).
Audunion and Mrs. Lillian Clifton, and
Mr. C. F. Arvin and MiesC'orneliaJones.
The nuptial knots were tied in the
chapel On the grounds of the institution.
The room was crowed with friends of
the couples. -
Rev. J. D. Irwin, who is Receiver at
the Asylum, was the officiating clergy-
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin came to the iu-
stitation shortly after the installation
of Dr. Letcher as Superintendent, and
although they have not been here long,
they have hosts of friends.
Mrs. Anderson is a lovely lady of
many good qualities of mind and,heart.
She is a daughter of Mr. Dick Barnett,
a tobacco inspector of the local ma4et.
She is a pretty brunette. Mr. Anderson
is a well known citizeu and a deserving
young man.
t++
Mr. E. D. Nester and Miss Rachael
Dillander were married Wen'day. at the
home of the bride in the White Plains
country,
Mr. C. H. Hewlett and Miss Adell
Johnson were married Tueday after-
noon at Madisouville. They reside in
St. Charles.
.set
Pright, genial Frank nell ie now city
editor of the Nashville Bun. Mr. Bell
is greatly•pleasect with his position, and
bids fair to win fame, and we trust for-
tune, in the Rock City.-Elkton
glees.
ttt
A German Club has been organized at
Guthrie. Meetings is ill be held every
two-weeks and as nothing is done by
halve* ip that hustling little city, we
predict that there will be frolics and
dancing in plenty down there this win-
ter.-Todd County Times.
sot
Mr. Harry L. Means, of Indiana, was
ta the city Tuesday afternoon greeting
his friends. Ile is one of the most
valued reporters on the staff of the
Louisville 'Post. He has Achieved a
very enviable reputatiun as a jourhlist,
and his work has attracted wide-spread
attention. Recently, Mr. Means has
been making speeches for Bryan and
free silver, having delivered between
thirty and forty addresses in Northern
Kentucky and iu Indiana.
st+
MR. OWSLEY TO LEAVE,
Mr. John Young Oweley and faniily
will move to Mee country to live about
the middle of next month. They will
take possession then of the Owsley
homestead near Beverly. Mr. Owsley
stands high in social and commercial
circles of Hopkinsville and the news
that he will leave town will be received
with genuine regret by a big circle of
friends.-
Pro-
A QUIET weemso.
A quiet andselegant marriage took
place near this city last Wednesday
the parties being Mr. Dock Littlefield
and Miss Nora Schwartz, well-known
members of young society. The atten-
dants were Charles A. Brackrogge and
Miss Laura tiielke. The eeremony Witt.
performed Ity.Rev. George Taylor, pas
tor of the Universalist church of thi
city.
ft+
REV. Erin's •DDREse.
Rev. .1. W. King, pastor of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church of this city,
will deliver an address before the C. P.
Synod which meets in Bowling Green
on the 2bth of this mouth. The synod
lit composed of all the ministers stud one
elder from each church in the State
The program of the meeting this year
has been prepared with especial care,
and nattily of the ablest divines and lay-
men of the denomination will partici-
pate in the exercise*,
"Pt
ititIrll WEDNESDAY.
fr Wee4ursd4 at the home of the bride,
its Johnson's precinet, Mr. B. Alexan-
der Brother and Miss Amanda Sharker
were, married. Re*. Banks, of Hop-
kins county, tied the nuptial knot.
The contracting persons are very popu-
lar in, their neighborhood.
tes
• SAM GAINES BETTER.
A correspondent froth Washington
writes .< .Col. Sam M. Gaines, Chief of
the Mail and File - Division, Treasury
Department, who hue been on a sick
leaye at Orkney Spring, Va., for the
past two weeks: will be at his deskhfore
day. Mos. Gaines ;said tooley that her
husbausi's health is match improved by
his stay at the springs, and ate has no
doubt that he will be able to continue
his work from now on without inter-
miesion.
t5+
REV. BIOHAM'S PURCHASE. -
Editor W. B. Brewer, of Fairview,
has sold .the Jefferson Davis cottage,
which he setrued, to the Rev. J. W.
Dighton for $400, says the Elkton
Progress. Mr. /3ighatn DOW owns both
the Jeff Davis and Abraham Lincoln"
cottages, and will remove them to
Nashville for exhibition at the Centen-
nial next year. They are noted struc-
tures and will attract aide attention.
+++
BOOTH-BROWS.
The Marriage of Maj. Charles Alfred
Booth, of thb United States Army, and
Miss Vjrginia Singleton Brown took
place eel) o'clock last night at the resi-
dence of the brides earehpl, ex-Gov.
and Mrs. elohil' young Brown, 1517
Fourth avenue, Louisville. Rev. Chug.
R. illemphill officiated. The wedding
was a quiet at-home affair, and only
the relatives and a few intimate friends
were present. The couple left at mid-
night for the East on their bridal tour.
There future home will be in St. Louis,
wnere Maj. Booth has been assign( d tsy
the War Department fur she next two
years Misses Annitir Stirling, Julia
Diann and Margaret Rim yes, of Hender-
sbnovere attendants. The groomsmen
were Maj Booth's army associates Mire
Dixon and Miss Reeve* are cousins. The
bride is well known throughout Keu
tneky and has been Onto 'Popular in
The new ehilll cure, Dr. Bell's Pep-
perntint Chill Toni", looks better, tames
better. mete bete r aed is better than
any other. All dealers guarantee it to
Cure.
711'or sale by B. C. Hardwick.
Choice titIled COMO 
Veal valves. . "th
 I:" 2 Zw
. te oe
Fair to good itillch cows . . 13(10420u°
Hogs.-The hog market was active at
Sc decline for most graded front yester-
day's prides. Mediums sold freely at
$3.45, the best lie. ts up to $3.40, and
the heavies at )N1.25(0.3.40. The fall in
values was caused by the heavy receipts
The inarketings were of good quality,
"and all found takers.
Choice packing and butchers, .
RIAttb $3 1143 ist
Fair to good packing. Ola to 300 15(loud to eitcp hi) no imam 8 45Fat shoats. las to 16u . . 8 titatt al
Fat shouts. Ho to 120 lb 
 '.rm,:t
Rouges, mu to es/ it • „
SlOOke 
-
Sheep and Lambs.-The sheep and
lamb market was steady and unchanged
under light receipts of poor quality and
moderate demands °coed cleoranoe was
made. .
takers.
Extra shipptim   4h g'(4 4 la
Light shipp)ng 
 , "64,4 57)
iti.ht itsstoller• 
 
 I 344 s tat
Fair to gmel butchers  2:111at 815
Common to tuetil um butchers . 1 :mai 2 Z
Thin; rough steers, poor cues
and scalawags ... . ! 014 I till(loud to extra oxen 
 2;s53 ill
Common to wading) okep I fa 235
Feeder+ . 'gals 3 3.5
!stocker' 2014 30n
Hulls
to extra shipping sheep
Fair to good
t'olilUion to medium ......
bucks   .....
Extra lambs ............. .
Fair to good
Medium butcher lambs
Tall ends or culls ..... .
r 1042 (Si
2141(42
I total to
I ass2 nu
.. twee ell
  . 2 :Oatlt2fatcl
1 filkigt
Ins laicism-Le maitsel.
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
exclusively by Glover & Darrell, Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on osr market for the week just
cloecti amount to 2,947 htuls., with re-
ceipts for the mune period of 1,23 Ude,
Sales on our market since Jail. Is;
amoust to 138,180 hlids. dales of the
crop of 1Y05 on our market to this date
menet to 133,119 Melo
The offerings of dark tobacco coto
tinue very poor in quality bind prices
for the comumu. uenotleit•ript slots are
dull and unsatisfactory. Good French,
Italian or wrappery styles are scarce '
and lanais prices highly satisfactory to
seller".
The. foliewieg quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for tobacco le95 crisp:
Trash . .  $1 00 to $1 25
Cometon to medium lugs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf 
  2 50 to 3 50
Medium to gut(' leaf  a 50 to 500
Leaf of extra length   .5 00 to 7 00
W rat. pet"- styles 
 7 00 to 800
HOPKINsVILLE. MARKET,
M. D. Boales, Broker,
writes as. follows to the
Niece Journal:
Reeel'A fa' Week, 
Sales for wet 
Sales for year
Offerings for week
of this city,
Western To-
380 fillets:
„ 
year'  20,645 "
323
16,766
 • 474
44
Hepkinsville. Oct. 10.-The offerings
this week were largely commoni to low,
medium grades, while breaks were fair-.
ly large for the season. Nothing good
or fine appears in them. The general
condition is eacellent, but few hhds be.
ing out of order or faulted.
The first hogshead new crop was a.f.
fered this week. It was common, thin:
brown leaf, and rejected at $395. If it
was at all a fair specimen of crop i which
I think noti the trade will have to use
and put up with very common stock for
the next year or two. -
HOPICINSVILLE QUOTATIONS.
LUOS.
Common 
 1 00 to 175
Medium •
 
 200 to 2 75
8 00 to 8Th
4 00 to 451)Fine 
LEAF. .
Common.. 
 
 . . ...$3 00 to $5 00
Mesh um 
Good..
5 00 to Ott
  8 00 to 10 00
'WRAPPERS,
Short Plug 
 $700 to $110
Long. 
 Is 50 to woo
wit A PPElia; STOME.
Medium 
 $6 00 to 7 50
Good 
 
 8 00 to 10(5.)
BREMEN; LEAS' 
$5 (X) to 7 50
• • - $800to1000
OLD ItS E E.
Lugs 2 00 in 4 00
Leaf 4 00 r 5 50
etrl toseleo Dem..
Mr. Thomas Clarke, of 1.ondon, Lug.
land, is at the Palmer ifonse, *aye the
Paducah 'gun. lie afris led yeeterday to
inspect the Vaughan Tobacco Sterninery
and warehouses here..
Aecording.to a rurilor that has gained
currency, heanticipates the purchase of
all the eternmeries, rehandling and
warehouses ofs().. Vaughan ,& Co., in
the State, whose. headquarters Mit in
Lonieville,and is tpre for ihe,perposie of
looking into the matter.
A proposition, has been made' to hint,
it to. buy, out all Itt, the well-
known tobicco conipany, . and Mr.
Clarke riprettentst a wealthy syndicate,
arid eamI Intsiness.
Mediam
Good ,
FACTS FOR FARMERS.
:Notes Interesting to Tilfers
of the Soil.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
LIVE STOCK MARKET. ,
Reperted by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stoekyarm.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 14, IM .-Cattle.
-Timaarrival of cattle to-day was fair
in numbers and quality. The $'e was a
good demand all aronnd, anti tie supply
111. ved freely at last Monday values.
Inquiry was greatest for eh 'ce light
offeregs of stockers and feede s. Good
butcher stock also was fas'ore4 Heavy
feed t re found few takers. Inferior
grades of all kinds were lees adtive, but
were all sold by the close.
Calves.-The calf market ruled slow
at unchanged prices. The supply was
only-rage size and quality. All found
The Tobacco Markets.
Hopkidsville : Receipts since last re-
potte,304 Mole; 19 date, 18,460 hhds. ;
same time la" years Wei; hhde. ; sales
!drive last report', 32.8 hhds. ; to date, 16,-
e6 ; saplUainie last year, 18,339
libels. Offering? this week showed on-
ly a few hogs.helids'of good, useful leaf,
which will colitinue to be in scant sup-
ply as nearly all of it has been market-
ed. Prices continue about the same as
last reported, but were perhaps a little
more irregular ee low grades. Wt
quote: Common jugs, $100,0 200; me-
dium Inge, $2 25er:3 00; good hags, :rs
4 00; common ie:tf,. ti 50; me-
dinni leaf, $7'00j, 9 00; good leaf, fie 50
so 11 Ott: 4ne leaf, thane offered. Offer-
hie, 433 hhils; rejections, 1310 hhde,
Ularksealle : our receipts last week
were :tie ; offeriuge, 645 buds.;
sales, 310 Wide. The 1, r eAl4 glowed
Mrs. Anna Gage, wife of Di-
Deputy U, S. Marshal,
Columbus, Kali* say, i
"tis a • mired
of
less
111,e
sea
aft,
TWINS
ini„-
41,,1 with
eely any pain
F using only
'MOTHERS'
FRIEND"
DID NOT SUFFER AFTERWARD.
11,-.tert t, y Fin'-... or M•11, *In 11.4:v11.1 ,4 1.'1,0.
SIAM/ per Pottle. Dees 1"rt, rairiarzeis"
111441 ,rd tree.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., ATIANTI,
;wt.') BY ALL DEUGGliati..
,..."••••••••milossmommormissmummems
tIAKI
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
A cream of tartar baking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.-
Latest United States Government Food
• IIARINO POWDER CO Newitork
— 
- 
- - -
very poor quality this week, offering
but little that was attractive to the leaf
buyers, and the market was generally
quit•t and unchanged. The log market
also showed no new feature. The un-
sold stocks tole large and the old crop
will lap over largely into the DPW sea.
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THIS WEEK
• A Great Occasion. • WILL HAVE A
I The annual I. .union of the Fourth
Kenta,ky Confederate Cavalry at Bed-
ford proved a great occasion, fully 4,000
people gathering to do honor to the old
soldiers. The regiment was recruited
111 Trimble, Owen, Carroll, Henry,
Boone, Oldham bleibrIxm counties, and
/taw hard service, lower being captured.
It was o ith President Davis up to the
time of his capture; Col. W. L. Crabb,
of Emineuee, was !re-elected President
of the association afid John Lee seem-
tary. Col. Bennett H. Youtor and Rev.
E. 0. ( ituerrunt, wig) was Adjutant Gen-
eral of the brigade, ilia& epeeches. The
next re
-union will he held at EminenceIn October, 1897,
-Building Lots For Sale.
Two nice lots on South Main
Apply at this office.
street
iY15
JOINT MI STING.,
The Literary Societies of South Ken-
tucky College.
The Philernathian and Euphemian
Societies of Smith Kentucky College
will leave a joint meeting in the College
Chapel Friday, Oct. 16th. 7:45 P. 111-
All friends of the college are invited to
attend.
PROORAM.
Declamation
-"Damon and Pythiae."
John Stites.
Debate
-Subject: Resolved that Pre-
eept has more influence for good than
Example.
W. B. Blakemore, 0. C. Long, Jr.
H. L. Dunlap, O. B. Powell.
Declamation
-"Mob and Law."
J. W. Hale.
elltlaract Chi) Ct. s tart
A three-years-old - .; V. hick
was playing in a cabin ( • of
Mr. James C. Moore, five mass from
town on the Canton road, fell intce"
open fire
-place • Wed. afteng b1, and
child was in the room at the me ent
was burned to death. Anottr little
was too much frightened to retailer any
assistance.
A Big Gathering. '2
Democrats will give a barbismse at
Collier's spring, six or seen
North of Elkton. next
Everybody, Met], woinen and
grild-leag and silverite, Demo
Republican, have been invited to bp.
present, and it will be 'one of the beet
gest gatherings ever held in Todd eouu.
ty. Matt O'Doherty, the free RI rex Re-
publican, of Louisville, and t Host,
John S. Rhea will be the speak
' • . • • . .
• ' . .• • . .• •...s.t es . .• • - • . s • -• . - • • '.  •• . es** ' - • • • " *ar.;:*•••••: • I *a":s • •• , • •, • as , 48 ,1*,'•411, •80, •111,‘,010, •*"., • yo f ea. •af 00, ••48 Oaf •O'l 04,. • 8* e• ' t,',' ' It d -t• a•S, 4-19 4•11, • 4,411 ,•411
_f?
eon. The loose tobacco mai ket seem', ; • is •• e 
• . • esmore quiet, as the purchoses are fewer
in number. The stenimers take Po in-
terest in the loose tobacco market this
fall, low prices in Great Britain for
strips and high prices here, pr.n-ent any
show for business. We quote: Com-
mon lugs, $1 25,,i 2 MI; medium lugs,
$275e; 3 25; good lugs, $3 50e. 4 00 eorn-
mon leaf, $4 50e. 6 50; medium leaf $100
at) 00; good leaf, $10 00w 11 50; fine
leaf none offered; choice selections,
none offering.
"As if a brick were lying in my
stomach" is the description by a dys-
peptic of his feeling after eating.
This be one of the commonest symp-
toms of indigestion. If you have it take
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Not only this symptom but all the
symptoms of indigestion are cured by
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
So many ME dieinei to cure this one
disorder. Only one that can be called
successful, becitufte only one that acts in
simple, natural, and yet scientific
way. Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Purely vegetable, and containing no
dangerous ingredients, Shelter Dive,
tive Cordial tones up, etrengthens, and
restores to health all the digestive or-
gans.
Sold by druggifts, price 10 cents to
11 00 a bottle.
••••••••• .....-••••••••••••••
Banks Must Report'
Hereafter tin. banks will be compell-
ed to report to the Corporation Depart-
ment of the Secretary of State the
amount of money owing to bank's from
stockholders and amount owing from
directors. Failure to make 'these two
items hey.. cruised most b.dik failnres in
Kentucky in recent y-• ars.
11111.k It Oyer.
Have yen ever heard of a medicine
with sueli a record of curve as Hood's
Sarsaparilla? Don't you know that
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the Cue True Blood
Purifier, has proved,iiver and over
again, that it has rower to cure, even
after all other renildies fail? If you
have impure blood you may take Hood's
Sarsaparilla with the utmost confidence
that it will do you good.
Hood's Pills assist digestion. 25 ete.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Hardwick's for drugs and jewelry.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
wick's.
Buy jewelry of all kinds at half price
at Hardwick's.
Take watch and all kind of jrwelry
repair work to Hardwick.
Harlwick has fire solid gold ladies'
watches at less than half price.
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done promptly at R. C. Hard-
wick's.
Hardwick has the finest and Net
workman in the South in charge of his
watch-making and repairing depart-
ment.
DO YOU *
USE
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
LOUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
Sat isf act ion whenever used.,
You ought to give it a trial.
W. and W. C Binn, Fee Dee, K.
For Sale!
Two nice -residence on East side of
North Main, between 1st and 2d streets,
cmitaining five and seven rooms. A
beautiful building lot immediately in
front of the Tabernacle, and the With-
ers place, between Elm street and
Cleveland avenne. This is one of the
;pleasantest homes in the city and one of
the beet built houses, and will be sold
for less than half it cost to build the
house. Apply to S. H. MYERS,
w2m-netw2na Hopkiusville,Ky.
Christian Circuit Court.
.H. 1,1 ,st Iwts•sidasits.
Jam.- S. ItnastIttle. assignee NMI others, Lk
s,
NOTICE To
TI personnee of at. order entered at the
pre-en r term ot the hhose Si % lett et turn
ibis ewe.., the cri411tor4 ./. Trnhern
am/ Tralwrit5 Vi'lle,nre hereby notified to
t Mir claims properly verified, with no•
ti ItO orne.• at IfonkInsyllie. Ky., on or Pi--
before ti,';. 2H, Pam. W. T. Fow LICK.
wt. iii h. Pon.Master Column stoner.
•
Christian Circuit Court.
Eli  I.. (Ingham. Admr. of 1.. It. Wt4 twin.
_ ddee. Ae., plaintiffs.
110%01 html ny Wai ac.. it. r.
NoTtur: To Cat itrrotts.
persuntlee of an order entered herein at
the pret.ent tertii or tto• ribove styled court
die vreditiir. of 11,. It. Witt...it, (1.4,4. ar,
kereit notified to Ille t heir 4 !altos again.
(MR decraleUt with me, properly proven tilt
or 'before the 2ith ,litt of 1 ietober,.isse.
T. Fowl.r.it,
1k-1. ma, Ice. lttlea• r ' I./11441er
P. '4.—i'. rkoss alto pr t is t•ti their
1.1•11111•atti111.1.1 them already u ith 1'. I..
I :nautili. 11.. II. Vi.itt,on, need not
file Ili. in tiltadm
Blood
umors
I'VERT burner, whether hells& harshly.It to...1it.tc, scaly, cr.t.i. (I. pimply, Or bktteby,
‘7 healer siLupSe, scrofulous, or bcreditary, from
1,.t.oicy to Alt, are OWN apeedlly cured by
ticura
esoivent
and bincoil purowr uf incomparable
purity au,l curative post rr. PUrely vcirveit
Vie,hatwernt, ant palatable. It &para.s
an, and eppecisily mothers. biomes, au/ ...k1 id reit,
sois theneoheut the eel& Pre; .1.'orric. •V't
ft, Vt1.•(.1. 5,1 Purrs• Days:
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Every collar in the, house has been Placed in
South Show Window and will be closed out at
50c. Per ozen.
The regular price on these goods was 15c, 20c
and 25c each.
SIZES 14, 14!, 16, 16%
17, 1E, 18, 18'2.
NOT LESS THAN 1-2 DOZEN
WILL BE SOLD AT THIS PRICE.
P.A.Witherspoop
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THESE CHILLY DAYS
Suggest Winter UllderweaD--
Our stock is full and complete and at prii3es
lower than ever known before. 1'
. 1
Here's Just a Few horns: 1r
Men's heavy, white or grey cotton merino French neck and full size
25 cents.
Men's heavy cotton fancy ribbed fleeced lined shirts and draWers
45 cents each.
Men's heavy balbriggan ribbed pearl buttons and nicely made s,hirt
and drawers 60 cents each.
Men's blue mixed wool satin front pearl button silk-stitched neck
shirts and drawers 75 cents each.
Men's fine lamb's wool scarlet medicated shirts and drawer; 90
cents each.
Men's camels hair fine and free from irritating substances shirtAand
drawers $1.00 each.
Men's finest camels hair, the kind that does not become hard 'and
boardy after washing, shirts and drawers $1.50 each or $2.75 pr
Men's fine genuine balbriggan, the celebratedAmerican HosieryCo's.
make, shirt and drawers, $1.25 each.
Men's finest ribbed fawn colored shirts and drawers American Hos-
iery Co's. make, $1.75 each. 1-2 hose to match 50c pair.
-
Men's health underwear, the celebrated Dr. Jaros' make, $2.50 each
shirts and drawers, 1-2 hose to match 60 cents pr.
3.11. Anderson & Co
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
4
Pt
For Instance, Our Low Prices
— ON-
Building Material, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass. S
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FROM MAINE TO TEXAS.
The Tide ot Public Opinion is All Favora-
ble to Paine's Celery Compound.
•
Congressmai Cell of Colorado One el Those Recently Restored,
to Hea'th by Paine's Celery Compound.
There is just now no lack of news
from the western stateu.
Public opinion in Colorado and Iowa
is as promptly and accurately heard of
as hem any New England state.
From all over the west come reports
that Paine's celery compound occupies
o, practically a clear field in the cure of &-
arising Nom a tired or otherwise
impaired aervous system.
No other remedy was ever used by so
many men of sound and reliable judg-
ment. No remedy but Paine's celery
compound has ever been recommended
by co conspicuonely fair-minded a body
of men end women. The half-hearted
experimental efforts of scores and scores
of sarsaparillas, tonics, and so-called
nerfines, with which the market is eon-
eta ntly recruited. are iu startling con-
than with the confident-because thor-
ough* scientific-way ai which Paine's
celery compound sets about restoring
• health and vigor to the worn-out body.
Why will people be silly, jeopardize
their liven and lemen their chancey. of
getting well by taking anything else.
There_is no help so sure and so im-
mediate as one guts from the use of
Paine's aelery compound. Detailed in-
formation of innumerable cases of rheu-
matism, neuralgia and dyspepsia, com-
pletely cured, has established this great
Inv monitor as the meat valuable remedy
those run dowu iu heal can make use
of.
Women whose stock of nervous en-
ergy was well nigh exhausted have
been restored to a joyful, contented
state of body and mind by this same
great nerve and brain restorative.
Paine's celery compotind is the great-
est achievement in modern medicine
It banishes weakness and pain as sore-
ly as its famous condemporary, the
electric light, dispels darkness.
Paine's celery compound frees the
body of vicious humors that cause' kid-
ney and liver complaints. Only a great
remedy based on a deep knowledge of
these diseases could do the work that
Paine's eelery compoun 1 is now doing.
Better nutrition for the nerves, an
awakening appetite, purified blood and
complete assimilationa-these follow the
conscientious use of Paine's celery com-
pound as surely ae day follows night.
V you are alarmed by a throbbing of
the heart, au irritable stomach or gener-
a/ debility, be fair with yourself, use
the best means there is, examine what
Paine's celery compound- is doing. It
has cured an astonishing number of
men and women of Bright's disease,
rheumatiem, neuralgia, heart and liver
trouble. No sufferer can pass lightly
over the remarkable record that Paine's
celery coumpound h:•e to show to every
sick and ailing person:
Among the thousaneds of testimonials
received this year is one eent by Con-
gressman John C. Bell, of Colorado,
who says he has used three bottles of
this best of all remedies for dyspepsia
and rheumatism, with the most satis-
factory results. Among the testimon-
ials received since January there have
been no less than 16 tom Congressmen
from different states.",
THE QLOsING BATTLE
IT WILL BE THE GREATEST OF Ali
THE CONFLICTS.
me Rev. Dr. Talmage's Eloquent Bermes
on Armageddon -The Regiments and
Their Com mantle/re-0u the V.-rosig Stele.
etivoi-d• of Str ut
WANHENCTON, oet. 1 L -In his OF-
men toilay Rev. Dr. Talmage distressed
ale mereat ccnflict which prophecy fore-
'Jimmie; as the climax 'of the world's
ttrugglese-Armageddon. His text was
Revelation' xvi, 16, -And he gathesed
them tegether in a place called in the
Efebrew tengue Armageddon. '
Megiddo ill the name Of a mountain
Beat looks down upon Eseiralon, the
1;rettesa battleSeld that the world has
V€9 An. There Barak fought the Ca-
naanites; tbere Gide on fought the Mid-
ismites ; tbere Josiah fought the invad-
ing Egyptians. The whole region stands
fur battle, and the Armageddon of my
textlborrows its mite from it and is
here need not geographically, but fig-
tirgtively, while netting forth the idea
that tbere is to be a world's closing
battle, the greatest of all betties, com-
pared with which the conflicts of this
ientnry and all other centuries were in-
signiticaW beaauee of the greater num-
ber of conaiataats engaged, the greater
victory and the greater defeat. The ex-
acedate of that battle we do not know,
and the exact locality is uncertain. It
salty lse in Asia. Europe, Africa or
America, bat the fact that such a battle
will take plass is as certain as God's
eternal truth. When I use the impala-
tive degree in regard to that COD11441
COOfilet, I do not forget that there have
been wars all along on stupendous scale.
They Will Not Equal.
As when at Marathon, Miltiades
brought ou his Wen, not iu ordinary
march, but in full run, upon ,the hoae-
men of Permits and the black archers of
Ethiopia and scattered them and, cry-
ing, "Bring fire! Bring fire!" set into
Niue the /him; of the invaders. Ad
wben Pizarro overcame Peru. As when
Philip II triumphed over Portugal. As
when the Huns met the Goths'. As when
300 apartana earnfieed thernselvem at
Thermopylae. As when t he Carthagin-
ians took Agratenturnh As when Alex-
seder heeded tbe Mrieeelcnian phalanx.
Age when Hannibal ievaded Italy. Bat•
tle of Hastings!! Itatt le of Vidmy! Bet-
tie ef Pultowaa Bettie of A rbela! Bat-
tle of Tours! Battle , f floy•lithoo! Bat.
tie Lncknow Bettie etf Solferino!
19st glas of Fontenoy, here 100,000 were
ale ef Chalons, wheser 300,000
were ruisamereed! Battle of lieeat, Where
Genxhis Khan destroyed 1,1;00,000 lives!
Bit 1 of Neisbar. where -1.747;'060
weut deem ta deata! Me million eight
hundre.1 and rizteee teousand shall at
Tioy! And American bhttles, too neer
ns irow tosellew teeth appreciate their
awful gramieur auersignifecanee, except
you who were thole,- feting the north
cr fze mgealm south. But all the battles
I lex. 1:1L11511 put togethe r ill not equal
,norubers err rct INN% or
pseud( cr, ex triumph, or rout, the emu-
lag Arreagedelen ccia..-t. Whether it
shall le fought wit!' printer's ink or
kemi velezInr I y Loath or muscle,
whetheerhy pea cr carbiee, whether`by
bhoming cannon er levelers of Cheis-
tiau eloquence, I Co not Gem, arid yen
may take wbut I toy as figurative or
literal, but: teke eihcertein what St.
John, isi his •iSICIS on ta. torke of the
Grecian archipelego, taunted to call
Arniageation.
The Ries' Commander&
My sermon wia test ire ntion the
regimente that veal be migaged in the
conflict, then {via pay et-Teething of the
command.re en bah sides, and then
speak of CM battle ireelf and the Ma-
nmade:use issues. witheethese
whe will nght on the wrong side, I firm I
mention the regiments diabolic. In
this very chapter from wkich my text
iit taken ye aro told that the spirits of
devil, will La there. How many mil- I
liens of them no one can tell. fry the'
statistics of the setanie dominion. have ,1
never been reported, and the roll of that
hoot has never on earth been called, but
from the .direfal coutmental and I
planetary-work they have already done- 1
and the fact that every man and worn- I
an and child on eaLth has a tempter
there most be at 1,600,000,000 of
evil spirits familiar with our world.
Perhaps aa many Tore are engaged on
*special enterprises 'of abomination "
junong the natious and empirm oa'tho I
;
hi; Besides. that there musebe an in- I
1,14•Lji.Miet 01 lahattiattip jig
ash; •
....._,
emline pithaelnoireiscrilarlat lIciarea lo
keep the great capitals of riu going
roni age to age. Slane, of them once
eyed in heaven; but, engaging in con-
spiracy to put satan on the thrupe, they
were hurled out and down, and they
are now among the wont thugs of the
athwart Having been in three worlds
h-heaven, earth mid bell-they have all
the advantages cf :great experience.
Their pewer,eheir speed, their canning.
their hostility, wonderful le youd all
stahement. In the. Armageddon they
14hey will have no reamve corps, but allill, I doubt not, be present in full array.
will be at the front. :There will not on-
ly be soldiers iu that battle who can be
seen acd aimed at, but troops intangi-
ble and without corporeity, and weap-
ons. may strike clear through them
withqut giving them hurt. With what
shout of defiance will they climb up the
ladders of fire and leap from the battle-
ments of ashestus into the last campaign
of bell. Paul, the bravest of men, was
impressed with their might fcr evil
when he said "We wrestle not against
flesh and blood, but against principali-
ties and against powers aud against the
rulers of the darkness in this world,
against spiritual wickednetes in high
places." Oh, what aim agitating uio-
ment, when the ranks diabolic move up
and take their places for conflict iu the
Armageddon.
The Regiment' Alcoholic.
Other regiments Nebo \ VIII march into
the fight Will be the regiments aloe.
belie. They will be made u f theire
Newels' companies; aistilao wnere
and liquor dealers' amociation and the
hundreds of millions of their patrons.
They will move into the ranks with
what the Bible cello the "song ef the
drunkard." ,And whilst a bleated and
soaked and bleared and Masted and
hiccoughing and sanseating heat If
now, amording to a scientist in Eng-
land, there are 50,000 deaths annually
from strong drink aed in the United
States, accordina tb 'mother estimate,
98,000 deaths' annually from strong
drink, what an anny ef living drunk-
ards that implies, coming up from the
whole earth to take their places in the
last battle, especially as the evil in-
-weases and the millions now staggering
ten weir wny may ref joiuto try (KIWI
millions of re autorcernents, brigade
after brigade, with drunkards' bones
arum:cling on the hesd of beer barrel.
the dead march of moult!! These millions
of victims of alcohol, joined by the mil-
„lions of the victims of arrack, the epir-
ituous liquor of China and India and
Arabia and Egypt end Ceylon and Siam.
Other regiments who will march into
the fight on the wrupg hide will he the
regiments inlildel. God gave but one
revclateon to the Mimeo race, and these
meOPPlimsve been trying to destroy it.
Many of the books:Magazines and news-
papers, through perpetual scoff at Chris-
tianity, and some. of Ile. nuiversitits,
have become recruiting agmiciee for
those regiments. The greatest brigadier
ot all those regimente, Voltaire, who
closed his life of assault upon Christian-
ity by writing: -"Happiness' is a dream,
and only pain is real. I have thongkt
ao for 84 years, end I know no lietffi.
plan than to resigo myeelf to the inev-
itable and to refleet that flies are born to
be devoured by shiders and man to be
coneurned by rare.. I wish I had never
been bone" Oh, the God forsaken regi-
merits of infidels. who, after having
spent their life in antagonizing' the on-
ly influence that'dould make the mama
better, gvher with ' their low wit, aad
their vile sneer, atid their learned iddo-
cy,hand their horrible blasphemy, to
take part. against God and righteous-
ness in tim great Armageddon!
To RIII Christiana.
Other regimente who will march in
en the wrong side. in the battle will be
the regimeuts Mohammedan. At the
Kent time there are about 175,000,000
Moslems. Their piain inimion is to kill
Christiana, demesu womanhood and
take palmation of. the earth in the in-
terest of ignorance, superstition and
moral filth. The ummacre of 50,000 Ar-
menians in the last two or three years
ie only One chapter in their effort to de-
.vtetate the earth of everythiug but
themselves. So determined are they in
their bad work that all the nations of
the earth put together dare not say to
them, "Stop, or we will make you stop!"
My hope is that long before that last
battle of wird% .1 speak the Turkish
government, and with it Mohammedan-
ism, may be wimatout of existence. The
Turkish puwer for the lam 400 years
has been the mightiest hindrance on
earth to religious liberty and moral im-
provement. Her extermination is proph-
esied in the booh 'of Revelation in
,0111111i....e.ISIIIK ............ ,j•ae.,/1•84/10.
" .......All 7 .2. i
the [igen-ea-di-ie.-drying tihar 11,e-fiver
Euphrates, aud she is goiug rapidly,
thank God. In 1820, by tbe Greek in-
eurrection, ebb received the first destruc-
tive blow. In 1828 the Turkmen army
of 80,000 was destroyed and the cause
of liberty advanced. In 1827 England.
France and Russia, uot so cautious as
they have since been, at Navarino hu-
miliated the Turkish fleets, and Greece
was free. Weaker and weaker the Turk-
ieh power has become, and it has loss
Algiers and Wallachia, end, more than
all, during the past decade, through her
cruelty, has lost the sympathy uf every
good man and woman in all the earth,
and if William E. Gladsome were
prime minister of England the Turkish
government would very soon either quit
her outrages or go down under the bom-
bardment of the men-of-war from many
nations now hovering uear time Bospor-
us. But if the Bible prophecy concern-
ing the drying up of the Euphrates is
not fulfilled before the battle mention-
ed in my text Mohammedanisna will
march In with sword and pouson and
torch to take her part in the great Ar
mageddou.
on the Wroug Ride.
Yea, to show the magnitude of the
forces on the wrong side, I have to tell
you that what is left of heathenism at
that time will march into the conflict
There are 150,000,000 fetish idolaters,
220,000,000 Brahnii ea 400, 000,000
Buddhists. Through the sublimest move-
ment of this century, the missionary
movement, all the time gathering in
momentum, I believe all or nearly all
of that 770,000,000 of heathendom will
be converted to God. But that which
is not converted will come into the Ar-
mageddon on the wrong side.
Other regiments on that wrong side
will be made up of offenders of all eorts
- the defrauders, the libertines, the dy-
uametters. the anarchists, the oppressors
and the foes of society, the criminals of
all nations, by whatever name they ate
now called or shall then be called. They
may not before that have openly taken
sides, but then they will be compelled
to take sides. With what venom, with
what violence, with what desperation
they will fall into line at the great Ar-
mageddon! Is it not appalling, them
uncounted regiments of the earth, to be
joined by the uncounted regiments from
perdition? Can any power cope with
them? Especially when I tell you who
their commander is, for so much iu all
wars depends upon the chieftain. Their
leader will not be a political accident
or a military "happen so." By talent
and adroitness and courage and un-
oeasiug incluetry he haa come to the bad
eminence. He disputed the throne of
heaven with the Almighty, but no one
has ever disputed the throne of eternal
night. with this mooarch, who will in
the last battle take the field in person.
Milton calls him Lucifer, Goethe cans
him Mephistopheles, the Hebrew calls
him Abaddon, the Greek' calls him
Apollyon. He is the impersonation ed
all malevolence, of all oppression. of al:
cruelty, the summing rep of all false-
hood. In his make up nothing bad was
left oee and nothing good was put in.
and he is to be the general, the com-
mander in chief of all the forces on the
wrong side in the great Armageddon.
He has been in more battles than you
have ever read about, and he ham gain•
ed more victories than have ever been
celebrated in this world. But I guess
this old warrior of pandemcnium will
not have an undisputed field. I guess
there will be an army to dispute wita
his fore•es. I have mentiuned the eu-
tremacy of Ibis world. I guess our
troops will not have to run when on
the day mentioned in my text all the
infernal batteries shall be unlimbered.
We have been reviewing the troops dia-
bolic. We have lwen measuring the cal-
ibers of their guns. We have been ex-
amining their ammunition wagons.
Now let us look at the tomes to be mar-
shaled B2 the Armageddon on the right
side.
The Regiments Angelic.
First cf all, I mention the regimeets
angelic. Alas, that the subject cf de-
monology seems better understood than
the subjects of angelology. But the
glorious spirits around the throne and
all the bright irumortals that fill the
galleries und levels of time universe are
to take part in that last great fight, aud
the regiments angelic are the only regi-
namte capable of meeting the regiments
plutonic. To show you something of an
angel's power. I ask TCO tO consider
&flat JUR% our en mem Slew Itiat MAI GI
Sennacheritas host in a night, and it is
pot a tough arithmetical question to
solve, if one motel can slay 185,000
troops in a night, how many can
500, 000, 000 of them slay ? Tbe old book
says that "they excel in strength." It
is not a celestial mob, tut a disciplined
host, and they know their rank. Cher-
ubim, meraphim, thrones, principalities
and powers. Aud the leader of these
regiments is Michael the Archangel.
David saw just one group of angels
sweep past, and they were 20,000 char-
ioted. Paul, who in the Gamaliau col-
lege had his faculties so wonderfully
developed, confesses his incapacity to
count them by saying, "Ye are come to
Mount Zion and an innumerable com-
pany of angels." If each weal on earth
has a guardian angel, then there must
be 1,600,000,000 angels on earth today.
Besides that, heaven must be full of an-
gels, thcee who stay there. Not onta..
the 12 angels who, we are told, guard
the 12 gates, but those angels who help
in the worship and go ou mission from
mansion to mansion and help to build
the hosannas and inthrone the hallelu-
iahs and roll the doxologies of the serv-
ice that never ends. But they all, if re-
quired, will be in the last fight between
holiness and sin. Heaven could afford
to adjourn just one day mid empty all its
temples and mansions and palaces and
boulevards into that one battle. I think
all the angels of God will auto in it.
Fire Footed Hosea.
The one that stood with sword of
flame at the gate of paradise. The one
thut pointed Hagar to the fountain in
the wilderuesa The one that bult«1 Ba•
laam on the highway. The one that
warned Lot to flee the doomed city. The
one that took part with Joshua against
the Canuanitr.a. The one that informed
Wary of the approach of the Nativity.
The one that wrestle d with Jacob ut the
brook Jabbok. The one thut swung open
the gate for the incarcerated Apostle
Peter. The one that strengthened Christ
in his last paroxysm. All, I think. will
be there-their velocities inconceivable.
so that when Daniel was in prayer Ga-
briel, we are told, mune from heaven to
speak to him, and if heaven be at the
center of the universe that angel must
-have traveled thouseuels of millions of
miles in an instant. Talk of earthly
regiments' on double quick march ! What
will be the speed of the regiments an-
gelic when at tbe command of the
archatigela'''DMA 11 IO ettIth! rward
into the battle!" those regiments an-
gelic, lightniug winged, rainbow gir-
dled, fire footed, shull eweep into the
great Armageddon.
The next regiments that I see march-
ing into the fight will Le the regime-um
ecclesiastic. According to the last ac-
count, auel practically only in the be-
gaining of the great grape! movement
which proposes to take the whole earth
for God, there are 4,600,000 Methodimts,
3,725,000 Baptists, 1,280,333 Pre•sby-
teriaue, 1,230, 000 Lutherans and 640,000
Episcopalians. But-the present statistics
of churches will be utterly swamped
when, after all the great denominations
have demi their best work, the slow( et
of all the sects will have more numbers
than the preeent enrollment of all de-
woninutions throughout Chrietendoma
You sem by that time an atheist oh au
infidel will be is curiosity, and he will
be looked at as we look at a man with
long hair reaching below bin shoulders
and loug fingernails that are molt cut
and a stare in the oho indicating incipi-
mit lumacy-uot to be argued with, but
,to be pitied-while it will not be any
unnsuel thing to see men as much de-
voted to their religion as Francis Xa-
vier was devoted to hie religion, when
he went through the stresses asking all
to come to hear his faith expounded, in
ten years planting the gospel in 50 na-
tions and baptizing over 1,000,000 souls.
And the great hosts of believers will
fill the earth, making the 2,317,000
combatants that Xerxes reviewed a cor-
poral's guard in comparieon.
The Itegtments Eccleslastle.
I see them, the regiments ecclesias-
tic\ moving into that last battle. The
Lutherans headed by some great Martin
Luther yet to be born. The Methodists
headed by some George Whitefleid yet
to come. The Presbyterians headed by
some John Knox yet to arise. The Epis-
copalians headed by scrum Blebop Char-
pock yet to be winked. The Baptista
beaded by some Missionary Carey het
to bless the world. The Clongregational
church headed by some Doctor Kirk of
pentecostal power yet to take tongue at
413. allaMmskassvina. Wu) tits swab
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battle on our side will roll those mighty •
engines of power, the priuting presses .
• pure, his (lipesti,in perfect, and he
of Chietendone Into that battle will 
can entov an: ac g ylir I t telli entl
also move the mightiest telescopes, that
shall bring the stars in their 'curves to
fight for our God. .
Again, the regiments elemental will
come into that battle on the right side.
The winds! Clod Ithowcd whist be ceuld
do with them when the eplintsred tim-
bers of the ships of the apanish anreada
were strewn ou the rocks t Scotland,
'Norway and the Hebrides. The wide rs!
He showed w hat be could do with them
'when he put the whole earth under
them, leaving it subaqueous 150 days.
The earthquakes! He showed what he
could do with them when he let Cara-
cas drop into the open mouth of horror
and the islauds of the sea went iuto
tombmeut. The lightnings! He showed
what he could do with them when be
wrapped Mount Sinai in flame, and we
have all seen their flashing lanterns
moving with the chariots' of the mid-,
night hurricane. All the zegin.ents e le-
mental will come iu on (ow tide iu the
great Armageddon. Conie, and It t
mount and ride along the line and re-
view the troops of Emanuel and find
that the regiments terrestrial and cm.
lestial that come into that battle on the
right side are, as compared yeah those,
on the wrong side, 2 tu 1, 100 to 1,
1,000 to 1.
The Ring of Rings In Command.
But who is the commauder in chief
on this side? Splendid armies have been
ruined, caught iu traps, flung over prec-
ipices and aunihilated through' the in-,
competence. or treachery of their geuer-.
al. Who commands on our side? Julio-
vah-Jireh, called in one place. "Cap-
tain of salvation," so culled in another
place. King of kings, Lord of lords,
Conqueror of conquerors. His eye oni•
niscieut, his arm omnipotent. Ho will
take the lead. He will draw the sword.
He will give tbe command. And whe
he plants his foot for the combat tbe
foundations of the earth will quake, and
when he /Mall give the battle shout
the gates of hell will tremble..
But do not let us shout until after eve
nave semi me emu ama.U.ch wen .11.1
lam struggle. Oh, my soul! The battle
of all time and all eternity opens! "For-
ward!" "Forward!" is the command
on both sidhs given. The long lines of
both armies waver and swing to imd
fro. Swords of truth against engiues in-
fernaL Black horse cavalry of perdition
against white home cavalry of heaven.'
The redemption of this world and the
honor of the throne of God to vindicate,
How tremendous is the bat t le. The army
of rightecenmess Hee1118 giving way. But
no. It is only a part of the maneuver of
the infinite figlit. It is a deploy of the
host celestiaL What a meeting in this
field of splendor and wrath, of the an-
gelic and of the diabelic, of husamiti
and blasphemy, of song and cure°, of
the divine and the satanic. The thun-
derbolts of t he Almighty burst and blaze
upon the foe. Boom! Buten! By the
torehee of lightning that illtuniue the
scene I me that the crisis of the Alma-
geddon has come. lt is the turning
point a that laet Leath:. The twxt
ment will decide all, h3 et, t he foresee of
Apolleon are breaking mks. See, see!
They fly! hon,e n feot, ittee en wing!
The y fly! Back over the Lattlemeuis of
perdition they go down with infinite'
crash, all the regiments diatolic. Back
to the mountains und caves the smiled
limits of earth, crying as the y nen ma to
the rocks and mouutains, "Fall on os
and hide 94 fium the Lee cf Lim that
ritteth upon the throne' and trim time
wrath elf the Lamb, for the great dey af
his wrath has come, and who shall be
able to stand? '
After the Battle.
And while Apollyen, the prise rcr elf
war, is beiug Oragged ia Leith to Lis
durgeun and cur ee equerer ie wount•
ing Lie throne I look e upon the Late
tlefuld, and ainceg the slum I lied da-
mn:verses of Mohammedanism and re-
ganism ahd atheieui atel hitch lite
and dissmaticu and fraud end meld-
tudinous wrong. strewing the
and I lwar the angel that stuhdetli ie
the sun crying in tine wcrds of Revela-
tion to all the fowls that fly in the
midst of heaven-the eagles, and the
vultures, aud time hawks, lied the tithe-
tresses. "Come and gather yourselves
together unto the supper of the great
God, that ye may.eat the flesh of kings',
and the flesh of captains, and the flesh
f mighty men, and the flesh cf horses,
and ef them that sit on tie " -
The prophesied Arunege (Lion of 'the
text halt been fought, and Christ and
hie followers have wcu the day. Ihe
kingdoms of this wcrld have become
the kingdcms of cur Lead and his
Christ. All V', Cloietiareoorkurs of
OUT tine, you, my Leao ts, et el you, my
readers, and all the Christian eerie( rs
of all the ages Lave helped en the mag-
nificent result, and the victory is ours
as much as theirs. This moment invit-
ing all outsiders, through the ransomed
blood of the everlasting covenant, to get
into the ranks of the conquerors and un-
der the banner of our !ceder, I shall not
close the service with prayer, as we
usually do, but imam-lint* ly give out
the Moravian hyruo, by James Mont-
gomery, apprepriate when o mite'', in
1819, but more appropriate iii Ihete and
ask you, with full voices as well as oith
grateful heaits, to chaut
see dthotah'• taunt r
hhcathed 1:k- ape:AR; Ili done
And lite kitydan.s f v•Grld
Are thu king,I,nts cf Lis Eon.
Weal, eyes are nuete 'rang; dim
vision is made clear; rose'. aer Tenure eel
and granulated lids or mu e.•.w. 'toy
kind may bei epeeeily and • Motu:Illy
enred by the nse of anther! • 's Eagle.
Eye Salve. Ire pat up i tithes und
SOlil 011 a g ',anon frg. ay e:' l• lone.
-For sale ly e; C • :irelwiek.
ro • a
.
good te ju
men. he a, •
taa7loer ntufay•-iiel.'t
may take es 'tubs'
as regularly as the
most conscieutiOus
water - cure doctor
may dict.te; hut if
his digestive organs
are out of oriel, he
win have an
wholesome appear-
ance. His complex.
ion and the white 9f
his eyes will have a
yellowish cast. His
tongue will be
coated, appetite
poor, his teeth rusty,
his breath abomin•
able. He is one big,
unmistakable sign
of constipation.
Worst of all, 'his
temper is as ugly
and unwholesome to
Ilve with as is his pereen A man who has
the least appreciation of what Ile owes his
family and friends, to say nothing of him-
self. win make an effort for health.
The quickest, surest, easiest way IR tO
take Dr Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They
are made of refined, concentrated vegetable
extracts Nothing in the least harmful
enters into their composition. They hunt
down all impurities, and "make them
move on.'' They are the product of many
years' study and practice. Dr. Pierce can-
not afford to put forth a worthless or
spurious article. Send for a free sample.
If you would know yourself and the Doctor'
better. send 21 cents in one-cent stamps, tr
pay for wrapping and postage on/e, and ifet
his Common Sense Medical Advisee-mu8
pages profusely illustrated.
Address, Wosto's Drises:xssitY MED-
ICAL ASSOCIAT ION, Buffalo, N. Y.
" r sometime I had used Dr Pierce's Pleaeant
Pellets for constipation with mot satisfactory o-
mens The winters have •tways been very -hard
On my hueband. Ile too tried the '
They have made a new ton of him We have
mot iu all, sin bottles." Yours truly,
North Parma. ',Sumo Co.. N. C.
Oh, How They Hurt.
Neuralgic pains are often HU acute,
that the poorsufferer becomes, almost,
frenzied with 41e intensity of the pain.
Salvation Oil will instantly relieve and
effectually cure neuralgia, so there
Is no reason why a moment's pain
should be endured. Mr. Jacob Klein,
1036 Main St., Evansville, Ind., writes:
"My wife suffered from neuralgia for
seven years and since she used Salva-
tion Oil, she has not had a spell'. I
think it is the boat liniment I have ever
tried, and I would not be without a
bottle of it in the house. I had the
rheumatism for five years and had tried
a great many liniments, and must say
that Salvation Oil did me more good
than any other remedy." Salvation
Oil is sold eyerxwhere fur 25 COWS.
Princeton 8:37 "
Lv. Marion 7:31 "
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 "
Lv. Morganfield 9:02 "
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 "
Lv. Henderson 9:52 "
Arv. Evansville 10:40 "
and pAtiently n/Ymn the questions
of the ay. You all know what to
take. Y.ou have known it for years.
It is Sinini)ns Regulator-
For ye:-.113 -you.:I!:.; your fathers
have ftAind it oi sterling worth.
It is anti 1.0en put up
oily by J. & Co. Take
..ot.c Litt ;Le p•imuine. It has the
fro:it of the wrapper,
' is the lime, and
11 •
buy a
Smooth
'White
Skin idr -feV
For Your Face!
It prohnoly nods renewing. tor It is rough. rect.
blotelittl or gimp!, until lt hos otror-e
repulsive Inoesd of attractive. Healthy skin le
&whys bentutifil:. Teo sun and it.i18913
sumo sal meaactlea injure the akin.
Viola Cream
Monsen, nmiriahes and restore." the skin, making
It M,ft, none and beautiful. It II ot CO,LIOtt.
-doeg 1,, ol•cr up. rerOCTOMI•14.1111141,1.
is barmier. &id always does just what v.° claim
for It. The only pry-genet im that whl
remove Prersios, Ilisekheate, Tan, Sunburn •nd
Plm:des. lliindrod-t of test turnlis is f uti tos,eat
nem. Ladies. Prize secants • jar at druggist'.
G. C. RITTNER CO., TOLEDO, 01110.
Professiopal Gar ds.
11. 1. WOODIMO, M. IL
PH YS1CIAN
AND SURGEON.
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OPWCE Itemataie and Cooper Building.HOU itei; tl to 10; to 4.
Telephone No. 182.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Offiee in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
J0111,4 FEL. A.
Attorney - at - Lau,
Office !hipper Block. over Planter's 9,0
M.: S. IleriR;Cather
1:0110MT'X'' KVA ei•
Moe over Bassett's' in Summer Block
E. C. ANDt,RSON
Physiciati Surgo[il
Office over, Planters Bank. Office
hours from 0 to 11 a. m., 2 to 4 .p. m
ileIVE YOU ,• Tarot, Inan
mea,
(,:j or,
Sr. Nouth, lis-r •:,,tirt V. rite LINO&
ij gig Lpg CO" tg,07 Teo-Pi
tileago, III., for 1 of [MVO. t,a1
rod. fat.600•000. r- t cams cured m
5.5 days. 10,411-s, •rns nowt Tree. •
Oalli:
Fire ani Life
Insu -ance Agents.
AgeLts Ia• the
th!Lai i!nEfit Life
Of Nc work, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contract -
KY; Nytti-47 in tla Czntract.
fir ans ;.:al estate are
vecia!ties wit':7 us.
Office on West ride North Main, near
Court Home, Hopkinsville, Ky.
r:! & WALLACF.
JAS. 1.13FLOTF,
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
s HOPKINSTILLE, KY
(Formerly with Forbes Sr Bro.)
Will make, estimatee on all kinds of
plaetering and cement work.
All work guaratteed,
and prices reaeonanie. Repair work
a specialty and will receive prompt
attention.
ADDRESS Look Box 420.
L. it N. Time Table.
The followingtime table tells when
SOUTH.
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expres .6 :0 7am
No. 50, accopinexiation 7:05 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail 6 :29 pin
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail... ..... 9:55 am
No. 54, St. Louis express 10 :28 pm
No. 66, accommodation  8 :40 pm
No, 53 makes connections at Guthrie,
for Louisville and points East. No. 55
makes connection at Guthrie for Clarks-
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896 ;
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1 daily No. 3 daily.
Lv. Evansville 6:le a. tu 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7:02 " 5 :Oh "
Lv. Corydon 7 :23 " 5:el "
leo Morgaufield 7:55 " 6:13 • -
lar. DeKoven 8 :27 " 6 :47 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 7.35 "
Lv. Princeton 710:21 " 8:10 "
Arv. Hopkinsville 1! :30 noon 9:50 p. m.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily la
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. no 2:53 p. m.
arrive 4:00
; leave 4 :45
5:41 "
:a7 "
7:12 ‘•
7:41 °
:07 "
8 :55 "
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m.
Axv. Uniontown 9:35 a. m. 7:40 p.
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:25 a. m. :2.5
Arv. Morganfield 7:50 a. m. 5:50
Lv. Prinoeton
LOCAL PREIG7H:T15"TaR. AmIS hdai. ly.
Arv. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. m.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. m. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.
•
FIFTY GOOD REASONS
WHY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE SHOULD
FAVOR FREE COINAGE.
i 6 '• .
CI teltester's eon:, Dliaarerd Briatd.
.‘ • 7.
NNYROYAL PILLS ::--..
Oriental atal 0.9 gouge& oir•
55,1. •I•ay• rvii•hie. LAW.. tut SI "
1,ra91.1 l•-• . ii.ele••••r • *wt.& 1, .
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.-,9., it.ltor 44..9.0,Viell ••••01,.. .e gh.
smi....lto••• 1,••130•10 1.• •I
• le et•ntp• part•cm.e.rs. 1.e•LiSex
eal 1400 1171•101111••
014,49•1"rel.easlcal‘..,AlatIto..ehliaar-• I
01- "una. ` risr7nor "44 "-t"..."••*72:;":11.4.....:-. ."
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Cushman's Men% Balm
la the safest. wore end MON reliable
BURNS 
011ie* 10r
CUTS SuALLCTERRSHEWA CHAPPED HANDS
FROS1ED FEET No
RINGWORM'BRUISES iTCli
SCALDS ERYSIPELAS hal/ OLD SORRA. 4
Rocommende• tar PILES.
Quirk to Relieve P.tin and Melee intlawinration.
Guaranteed to give eat infect . when you need
an ointment.be sure to gel Cushmeno Menthol
Balm. I/0 IRA All'vrt 1.11 VIAA1111/ III I•1•1111( 11Jil '7
as gond . Th.. Balm is the Lamest 13,4 (.) IA-
went and the lot on the markrt.
If you cahoot get It of your amulet send IR.
fut one box hy mail. sold by .01 leading druggiag&
CUSHMAN DRUID CO.
oseehisx ISO. ler *14 Dearimee rA.. (-Menge.
141.34.13TUllii‘11/4".
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.•
and Illinois„Central, to Louisville, Cin,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkimmille 5 :20 2 :a9
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m.
Ar. Memphis 6:40 p. m. 7:10 a.m.
Ar. New Orleans
Ar. Louisville
Ar. Cincinnati
I
e
::•••••
• •
• . • •
g• • .
• .;
. •si
• • •
•
• . •
,1 • .
7 :40 a. m. 7 10 p.m . • • .
p. m ::ere
6:40 a. m •
Close connections made at Princetoe
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sher-wood,
G. P. A. Agt.
Evansville, Ind. Hopkineville
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
Cures all tmohlen of the
Heed end 1 moat.
CATARRH, HEADACHE
NEURALGIA. LaGRIPPE,
WILL CURE
sneezing. snuffing, eoughi
HEADACHE. Con•
tinned ume effects
st' HE RE:
ENDORSED °I,
Wettest cutsileal au-
\thormes of Europeanti Ame•lea forCOLD8,130r• Throat
Hay Fever, Brou-
s esitia, La ORIPPN.
The Refreshing
arid II. althful ind to
HEAT-TAMS suffer-
ers. Briny sleep to the etwpiews Cores Irotoonata
and Nervous Prostration Pon't I...tooled with worth lea
imitations. Take 011IV C7ISIIM•N•15. Price. 60c.
at all leruggiets or malted free. AGENTS WANTED
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM pit.ductrwonder •
f cores of Bait Rheum. Old Bore& Cute,V7ounds.
Burns, Prostlatto. F.teels ail other ',notelet for
PILBB. Prow, 26e. at Druggist* Book on Menthol
free. Address., Cushm n Drug CO.. Ifin.
cenness. ass sasses= wit. Chicago. IN
FEAD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
DocioriSay•
Bilipus and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic d;s-
tritqs are invariably accompan-
;c:; I y derangements of the
n.lch Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great ":„-ivi!ig
wiled " in the mechanism of
n, and when it is out of order,
e whole system becomes de-
r ncred and disease is the result.
tl
'Mtn rirraneillii mit aliange to
the gold standard if dissatisfied? Eng-
land would help her and welcome her
as one of her financial coleuies along
with the United States.
49. &rause President Andrews of
Brown university is neither a lunatic,
anarcbiet nor mine owner, and he says:
"There must he a change if we would
avoid bankruptcy. With frea coinage,
every industry woula look up. jaever
since slavery days him the press dis-
played ouch disregard for truth and
such stubborn obtuseuess," etc.
50. Becauee free coinage means con-
tinuous •prosperity, employment and
higher wages, government of the peo-
ple for the people aud by the people,
and not government of Hanna for the
trusts and by the plutocrats.
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs, lung and bronchiol affectiems
btu. been advanced by the matiufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It is
truly a wonderful remedy. All dealers
eell it on a positive gnarantee.
-For sale by R. 0. Hardwick.
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HAIR BALSAM
and heautlfies the bag&
Eat=egi • Insurout growth.
Meyer Tails to Restore Greg
Bair to its Youthful Color.
Conn scalp d.orsou I hair Wang.
Shc,aod$1091
"v:,:re),, CONSUMPTIVE
me &ricer* erne onio, Row t worn on
eak Lursa Debiley, Iodinates, Pain,'Tals in to 30 au
ti The enly serenity for Conspa hem al mas• se HOWL a ()U, If.
TH NACERA
FOR THIN PEOPLE
ARE YOU THIN?
made with Thinacurn Tablets by a
process. They create perfect as-
- im GM Ion of evert* fur of 14..1. secrettng t he
ittitothie parts and discarding the worthless.
They make thin faces plunip and round out
the, figure,. The are the
STANDARD REMEDY
ror hianness, coutaining Ito arsenic, ane ab-
solutely harmless.
Priee, prepaid, 6 for P.
Pam ph at. "Bow* TO GET FAT," fon-
TH E Tki IN ACU RA CO.. igen Broads oy. N.`i
herealw Wahare
, 101 '
" The
Last
Piece
hung,-and
Oil day but
just begun !"
•
All women who have no
time and strength to waste,
who want snowy clothes
,and soft hands should use the famous
eke
`eel,him
The best and purest soap. Made for lau
ndry,
and general house use. Sold 
everpibere.
Made only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Rt.
 Louis.
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titt's Liver Pills
4c Cure all Liver Trouhles.
re
Oil
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TO READ BOTH SIDES
F THE QUESTION?
The New York Journal is the only
Mct opolitan paper indorsng
and i
the lc
on bot
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WE AM
RECEIVING  DAILY 
The largest and best assorted stock of
Dry Goods,
Notions,
Carpets,
Gent's Furnishings,
and
Ladies',
Gent's, , 1
Misses '
and Children's s
Ever brought to Uopkinsville. We. ih-
Nite your insrection and tolicit your
trade.
Richirds & C.
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!ARIA Atli) HAVIER SODA!
lin packages. flour-universally ackelowledged purest in the world. :Costs nO more than cther pacIage soda-never spoes
• Rade only by CHrRCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocer
s everywhere. I•
• 
•
• 
w-coe for Arm and Hammer Book of valuable 
Recipes Flir I: •
la•M•0•1102•O•i•M•i•••••20•••••••110111
••••••••••••assaibt•
Stable'
cor Seventh and Virglip1)- Sts.
Hopkinsvilie,
Rigs Furnisher fibs b,
JOHN P. CASTLEMAN.
A- G. L A NOHAIII
ROYAL
Ins aranc€ Company of Liverpool
BARBEE(INANDRTAITLEMAN,
MAN AGERSSOUTHERN DLPA RTILN7
COLUMBIA BUILDIFG, LOUISVILL E h
GARNETT & MOORE, Aoncrs.
W hose Paints
Are the Best?
iirouRs.ai
DAGG & RICHARDS
Lumber Planing Mill.
Bethel I College
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
Accessibly, healthful, Xine Schools, Th or ou gh
Instruction; No Saloorm Expenses Moderate.
For illustrated catalogue, address
an anci Sewall W. S. liyland,
daily publisha articles by
inz financiers of the country
sidcs of thc question,
er versus Gold."
It is p ogressiv e, liberal and always
cspou tbs cause of the masses.
Every broad minded man should
read 't, whether Republican or
Dc • at.
THE EW i10001.
Daily 1 cent eteryv.-hore.
Butane ption tor Ono Month,
Inc-1u Mg Sunday - - - - 40 cents
Two al nths tend a Half - - $1.00
Set subscription to
he
B. . M1 , • .
Mvanavillo, Ind.
The Boy Man Can, by Heading TM& In
Ten Minutes See Wily It Would Bene-
fit Hint stud the Witetle Country to Re-
turn to the Money of the Constitution..
Mr. Eugene V. Brewster, in a recent
communication addressed to the Brook-
lyn Citizen, cites the following reasons
In favor of free coinage:
• 1. Because all of the national parties
have declared in favor of bimetallism,
and not one favors the gold standard,
which we have today.
2. Because no voters ever yet voted
for the gold standard, and only those
alio benefit by the appreciation of the
geld ttoilar favor it.
8. Because gold standard money is
dishonest and makes the debtor pay
baek a dollar larger than the one he
borrowed.
4. Becanse the gold dollar is appreci-
ating in value more and more, making
debts harder and harder to pay.
5. Because the only objection yet
hcard against bimetallism is, we are
not big and strong enough to have it
without foreign aid. Can wo not legis-
late for ourselves?
6. Because we can introduce Limetel-
linu without foreign help, for we would
have with us 27 silver and bimetallic
countries, with a population of V95,-
000,000.
7. Because we would have against
tin only 11 gold countries, population
196,000,000, and about all of those ex-
aept England would be glad to follow
our example.
8. Because the average ratio in tbe
silver and bimetallic countries-viz,
Bolivia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Hon-
duras, Nicaragua, Salvador, Colombia,
China, Ecuador, India, Mexico, Peru,
Russia, Tripoli, Argentine Republic,
Belgium, Chile, Cuba, France, Greece,
Haiti, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,
Spain, Switzerland and Venezuela-is
15,  to 1.
9. Because the very highest ratio of
any country in tho world is Mexico,
16,2 to 1.
10. Because if Mexico is a fair sam-
ple of a silver country, Turkey is a Lei
sample of a gold country.
11. Because, if everybody vitiate that
bimetallism is right, and the only ob-
jection is that we cannot go it alone,
that objection is oierruled by the figure"
given above.
12. Because there is no accumnlatioe
of silver anywhere iu the world that
could 'flood us. And even if there were,
it would only give a greater impetus to
atir commerce, for every dollar's worth
of silver brought he-re would represent
3 dollar spent here among us. Our sil-
ver dollars would not be taken abroad
'gain, but left bore among us, thus giv-
ing us more money aud greatea bushiest
13. 'Because even if then, were a flood
of silver in Germany, Japan or any-
where a little diplomacy wonld prevent
tee comiughere. the international
cenfercuce at Brussels all the great na-
tions (went England were so anxious to
hum) bimetallism that they offered not
to unto's(' their silver on tiny nation that
lutrultwed it.
14. Because free coinage ht 18 to 1
would"create an unlimited demand for
silver aud fix that price all over the
world.
15. Because, if we said we would
take all the silver that comes at 16 to 1,
nobody would sell their silver far less
than that price, aud then 16 (AMCOR Of
silver would be worth 1 Ounce of gold
the world over.
16. Because the silver dollar would
then necessarily contain 100 (ants'
worth of silver and be worth a dollar
everywhere.
17. lie-cause that silver dollar would
be a better dollar than the present silver
Jolter, for tine contains only 53 cents'
worth of silver.
18. Because, if the present silver dol-
lar is dishonest, it was the gold people
who made it so by demonetiziug silver
by the "crime of 1873." '
19. Ikaause the dollar under free
eeinage would contain just so much sil-
ver as the silver dollar today, and this
dollar buys 100 ceuts' worth every day.
29. 13ecause if the mine owner may
take 53 cents' worth of silver to the
WHIN and get a 100 cent dollar for it,
t he laborer may do the same thing.
co2itl. Because if the miner gets a 100
dollar, then there is no such thing
as 53 ceut dollars in circulation.
22. Because it is funny if the dollar
can be, a 100 cent dollar to the mine
owner and only a 53 cent dollar to the
laborer.
23. Beeanee every dollar that gets in
circulation means the sale of some com-
modity or the installation uf capital in
bu2sireute
-cause free coinage means ris•
iog prima.
25. Because rising prices mean more
profit in bueiness and more new indus-
tries and enterprises.
26. Because more industries mean
more employment.
27. Because more employment means
a lessening of the supply of labor.
28. • Beemose more employment means
a greater demand for labor. Thus by in-
creasing the demand and leseening the
supply you raise wages.
29. Becauee free coinage means near-
ly twice as lunch money in circulation,
and with an abundance of money there
will be an abundance of industries, fac-
tories, mills and enterpriees of all kinds
operation.
30. Because the employers, making
more sales arid more profit, will pay
higher wages.
31. Because free coinage will-make
the dollar nearly twice ink easy to get,
thus waking debts uearly twice as easy
tu pay.
32. Because the gold people are dis-
houest and refuse to print in their lie.ws-
papers the silver side of the. question,
while the silver people circulate the
New York Journal as a campaign docu-
ment, and that paper meets tile best ar-
guments from the very best gold wive-
catels, which shows that the silverites
do not fear to have bob sides heard,
being confident that they have by far
the. better of the argument.
33. 13ecause the wage earner will be
benefited most by silver and the Wall
street people's decline.
34. Because all the labor organith-
lions have arruyed thenmelves on the
side of free silver, and they generally
know their business.
35. 13ecanse the capitalists have all
arrayed themselves on the side of gold,
mid they generally know their business.
36. Because weges have fallen 11 per
cent, end( r the, gold standard.
a7. Because the goldites resort to
shallow sueeniinstead uf argument.
3s. Because there is not enough gold
in thee world to do one month's business
-only $2.50 per capita of the world.
39. Because. there is only $22.90 per
capita iu this ceuntry, counting all
kinds of money, and It-se than half of
that is in circulation, the rest being tied
up and hoarded.
40. Because free Coinage will raise
the price. of silver by giving it use and
cheapen gold by taking away the de-
1113411(.1. BeCallef, Blaine said the main-
tenauee of a gold standard would pro-
&we widespread disaster, and his predic-
tion efinle true within 18 years.
42. Ileeause the silver mines have
never yet und never will produce more
than enough nil ver mupply the. world's
nation', with coins aud the arts with
silverware, and there can be no over-
premium ion.
43. Because it will not injure our
foreign credit, but will improve it and
invite in foreign capital by our increased
prosperity, just as capital is now rush-
ing to Japan.
44. Because only about 4 per cent of
our business ise with foreign nations, and
part of that is with nations thut favor
silver.
45. Because McKinley says it will
cause an oversupply of meney, thus
raising prima, while Harrison says it
will drive gold out, making money
scarce, and thus lowering prices.
46. Because' the Hon. Bourke Cochran
says both tef these are wrong and that
the Loudon pricm of Haver will make
the. price here, and contiequently prima l
of all commodities here will vary as the
London price Mien.
47. Because free coinage, mill benefit
the people of the silver states only in
common with the people of the whole
United States, giving to all only that
which the act of 18,78 took away.
44. la ce.- Mexioo has prospered
al:1,1 1k;bartt istiesuanr• pu eomoss•ha in: poi; imperamot bAiner
cut r ey stable under free coinage, and
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